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Abstract
We discuss supersymmetry breaking via 3–form fluxes in chiral supersymmetric type IIB
orientifold vacua withD3– and D7–branes. After a general discussion of possible choices of
fluxes allowing for stabilizing of a part of the moduli, we determine the resulting effective
action including all soft supersymmetry breaking terms. We also extend the computation
of our previous work [1] concerning the matter field metrics arising from various open string
sectors, in particular focusing on the 1/2 BPS D3/D7–brane configuration. Afterwards,
the F–theory lift of our constructions is investigated.
1. Introduction
Type I/II superstring compactifications with D–branes are promising candidates to
provide an effective 4-dimensional theory very similar to the Standard Model of particle
physics. Concerning the question of how space-time supersymmetry is realized, at least two
classes of models seem to be viable scenarios. First, space-time supersymmetry is broken
by the D–brane configurations. In this case the supersymmetry breaking scale is expected
to be near the string scale, and, as a consequence for solving the hierarchy problem, large
internal dimensions are most likely required. Or, second, the open string sector from the
D–branes preserves N=1 supersymmetry. Then it is very natural to consider supersym-
metry breaking effects in the closed string bulk which generically transmute themselves
by gravitational interactions into the observable open string Standard Model sector. From
the effective field theory point of view one is dealing with a low-energy effective N=1
supergravity theory with soft supersymmetry breaking parameters, induced by the super-
symmetry breaking effects in the bulk. It is this second class of models which we like to
study in this paper in the context of chiral type IIB orientifolds with supersymmetric D3–
and D7–brane configurations.
Non–trivial field strength fluxes for closed string p–form fields provide a natural mech-
anism for space-time supersymmetry breaking in the bulk as well as for stabilizing at least
some of the moduli of the underlying compactification manifold. Many attempts in this
direction start from type IIB superstring theory compactified on compact Calabi–Yau
manifolds (CYM) with 3–form NS and R fluxes. An immediate consequence of allowing
those non–vanishing fluxes is, that one in general needs to introduce extended objects
in order to satisfy the Einstein equations of the low–energy supergravity description [2].
The string theoretical explanation to this is, that these fluxes imply positive or negative
D3–brane charge, which has to be cancelled by adding objects producing the opposite of
this charge. Generically, this then results in a warped form of the metric due to the back
reaction of the branes. Typically, if the flux produces a positive D3–charge (so–called
ISD fluxes), one may balance this charge by adding orientifold planes (of negative charge),
anti–D3–branes, or (wrapped) D7–branes with or without 2–form fluxes.
Examples of such vacua are type IIB compactified on Calabi–Yau orientifolds (or
toroidal orbifold/orientfolds) with D3–branes filling the uncompactified space–time. If the
D3 fills the uncompactified space–time, the low–energy effective action on the D3–brane
is conformally invariant and described by N=4 supergravity. Only if the D3–brane sits at
a singularity, like a conifold singularity of a CYM or an orbifold singularity of an orbifold
compactification, the gauge theory on the D3-branes leads to an N=1 chiral spectrum.
Hence, quite generically, apart from those special cases, the inclusion of fluxes leads to
supersymmetry breaking from N=4 to non–chiral non–supersymmetric gauge theories. In
order to obtain a chiral spectrum, one has to study more involved constructions. E.g. if in
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addition to the D3–branes one has D7–branes with internal 2–form fluxes, one may obtain
chiral non–supersymmetric theories after turning on 3–form fluxes. This setup, which we
want to study in more detail in this article, is T–dual to type IIA orientifold models
with intersecting D6-branes [3,4,5], which were extensively discussed in the literature (for
a review see [6])1,2. Finally note that type IIB with D3– and D7–branes can also be
described by F–theory, whose constant coupling limits describe type IIB compactified on
CY orientifolds.
A type II compactification on a Calabi–Yau threefold X6 leads to h2,1(X6) complex
structure and h1,1(X6) Ka¨hler moduli fields. Depending on how their related cohomology
element behaves under the orientifold projection, some of the moduli fields are projected
out. The remaining fields, together with the universal dilaton field, are the scalars of N=1
chiral multiplets. In the case of unbroken N=1 supersymmetry, and before turning on any
fluxes, these moduli fields have flat potentials and thus remain undetermined. As we shall
recall later, due to consistency, only so–called ISD–fluxes are allowed to be turned on at
the level of lowest supergravity approximation [12]. After switching on such ISD–fluxes
some or all of the complex structure moduli and the dilaton may be frozen at certain
values as a result of flux quantization conditions. On the other hand, such fluxes do not
generate a scalar potential for the Ka¨hler moduli. Even if one allowed for IASD–fluxes, the
situation would not be improved, since the flux–dependent superpotential only depends on
the dilaton and complex structure moduli and a potential only for those moduli fields is
generated after turning on those fluxes. Hence those moduli remain undetermined. Other
mechanisms, like higher loop effects, world–sheet instanton effects or gaugino condensation
were discussed to generate a potential for the Ka¨hler moduli. Moreover, ISD fluxes will
lead to a negative (or zero) cosmological constant. Even after taking into account effects to
stabilize the Ka¨hler moduli, the potential generically has a negative minimum. However, a
small positive cosmological constant appears to be called for by recent experimental data.
Hence, in addition to the effects mentioned above, which fix the Ka¨hler moduli, other
effects have to occur to generate a positive potential. As suggested in [13], this may be
achieved by adding anti–D3–branes. Our setup will be general enough to allow for these
extra effects.
If one does not want to rely on the above mentioned higher loop effects, world–sheet
instanton effects or gaugino condensation, the introduction ofD7–branes with 2-form fluxes
in addition to the D3–branes provides a natural way to fix also the Ka¨hler moduli of the
internal space. (Moduli stabilization in type IIB orientifolds with D9 and anti–D9–branes
1 Recent promising attempts to construct supersymmetric intersecting brane models can be
found in [7,8,9].
2 Type IIB models with D9/D5–branes with magnetic F–flux were also considered in Refs.
[10,11].
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and 3–form fluxes were considered in [14,15], whereas type IIA orientifolds withD6-branes
and fluxes were discussed in [16].) Namely, the effective D–term scalar potential, which
depends on the Ka¨hler moduli, is due to the attractive (or repulsive) forces between the
D3–branes and the D7–branes and also the orientifold planes, and in its (supersymmetric)
minimum, most of the Ka¨hler moduli are generically fixed. So putting together fluxes and
different kinds of D3/D7–branes (or in type IIA intersecting D6–branes), both complex
structure as well as Ka¨hler moduli can be stabilized.
The main emphasis of this paper is on the computation of the soft supersymmetry
breaking terms of the effective four–dimensional D3/D7 chiral gauge theory action after
turning on the 3–form NS and R fluxes in the bulk. Our derivation of the soft terms
will be performed in the framework of the D = 4 effective N=1 supergravity action [17]
where spontaneous supersymmetry breaking is due to the non–vanishing auxiliary F–term
components of the moduli fields [18,19]. For the case of non–chiral orientifolds with only
D3–branes, the corresponding soft terms were already computed in [20,21]. For intersecting
D6–branes, a computation of soft terms has been undertaken in [22]. Specifically, we
need the following two ingredients to compute the effective soft terms: First one has to
determine the supersymmetry breaking F–terms, which originate from an effective bulk
superpotential [23,24,25,26] due to the non–vanishing 3–form fluxes, as well as the effective
action for the (closed string) moduli fields in Calabi-Yau orientifolds [27]. Second the
knowledge of the D = 4 moduli dependent effective action of the open string gauge and
matter fields on the D3/D7 world volumes is required. Computing directly the relevant
string scattering amplitudes of gauge, matter and moduli fields from intersecting D6–
branes respective from D9–branes with 2-form fluxes, the open string effective action was
recently obtained in [1]. Here we will compute, via mirror symmetry and also by direct
string computations, the analogous effective action for the open string fields on the D3/D7-
brane system. In particular, we derive the matter field metrics arising from various open
string sectors, in particular focusing on the 1/2 BPS D3/D7–brane configuration. In
order to deal with a specific set up, we consider an Z2 ×Z2 orientifold with D3– and D7–
branes, where we will derive the complete set of flux induced soft supersymmetry breaking
parameters.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we introduce type IIB ori-
entifolds with D3– and D7–branes and 3–form fluxes, which are T–dual to type IIA
orientifolds with intersecting D6–branes. In section 3 we extend the results from [1] con-
cerning the open string effective action to the case of D3–branes together with D7–branes
with 2–form fluxes. In chapter 4 we will then compute the effective action with the 3–form
fluxes turned on, in particular the soft supersymmetry breaking terms. Finally, in section
5, the F–theory description of our models is provided.
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2. Type IIB orientifolds with D3– and D7–branes and three–form fluxes
In this section, we shall construct type IIB orientifold models with D3– and D7–
branes, where we will allow for internal open string 2-form f -fluxes turned on the various
stacks of D7–branes. Chiral fermions will arise from open strings stretched between the
D3–branes and the D7–branes, and also from open strings stretched between different
stacks of D7–branes. These models can be obtained from type IIA orientifolds with
intersecting D6-branes after performing T -duality transformations along three internal
directions. The type IIA intersection angles between the D6–branes correspond to the
different type IIB f -fluxes after the T -duality transformations. Specifically, we shall study
the type IIB superstring compactified on a six–dimensional orbifold X6 = T
6/Γ, with the
discrete group Γ = ZN or Γ = ZN×ZM . Generically, this leads to an N=2 supersymmetric
(closed string) spectrum in D = 4. In addition, to obtain an N=1 string spectrum one
introduces an orientifold projection ΩIn, with Ω describing a reversal of the orientation
of the closed string world–sheet and In a reflection of n internal coordinates. For ΩIn to
represent a symmetry of the original theory, n has to be an even integer in type IIB .
Moreover, in order that ΩIn becomes also a Z2–action in the fermionic sector, the action
ΩIn has to be supplemented by the operator [(−1)FL ][n2 ]. Here,
[
n
2
]
represents the integer
part of n/2. The operator (−1)FL assigns a +1 eigenvalue to states from the NSNS–sector
and a −1 to states from the RR–sector. Generically, this projection produces orientifold
fixed planes [O(9−n)–planes], placed at the orbifold fixpoints of T 6/In. They have negative
tension, which has to be balanced by introducing positive tension objects. Candidates for
the latter may be collections of D(9− n)–branes and/or non–vanishing three–form fluxes
H3 and C3. In order to obtain a consistent low–energy supergravity description, the
above objects are subject to the supergravity equations of motion. Eventually, this puts
restrictions on the possible choices of fluxes, to be discussed later. The orbifold group Γ
mixes with the orientifold group ΩIn. As a result, if the group Γ contains Z2–elements θ,
which leave one complex plane fixed, we obtain additional O(9−|n−4|)– or O(3+ |n−2|)–
planes from the element ΩInθ.
Eventually, we want to turn on vevs for the (untwisted) three–form fluxes H3 and F3.
This limits the possibilities for the choice of the orientifold projection ΩIn. Since the NS
2–form B2 is odd under Ω, we need to take n 6= 0 in order for non–vanishing 3–form flux
components Hijk = ∂[iBjk] to survive the orientifold projection. In the case of ΩI6, all 20
real components Hijk may receive non–vanishing vevs [28]. Here, I6 is the Z2–reflection
of the three internal complex coordinates:
I6 : z
i −→ −zi , i = 1, 2, 3 . (2.1)
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2.1. Z2 × Z2 orientifold with D3– and D7–branes
As a concrete example, we concentrate on the Γ = Z2 ×Z2 toroidal orbifold (without
discrete torsion), with the two group generators θ, ω acting in the following way
θ : (z1, z2, z3) −→ (−z1,−z2, z3) ,
ω : (z1, z2, z3) −→ (z1,−z2,−z3) (2.2)
on the three internal complex coordinates zi , i = 1, 2, 3. Furthermore, the six–torus T 6 is
assumed to be a direct product of three two–tori T 2,j , i.e. T 6 = ⊗j=1T 2,j. The manifold
(T 2)3/(Z2×Z2) has the Hodge numbers h(1,1) = 3 and h(2,1) = 51. Hence, there are three
Ka¨hler moduli T j ,
T j = aj + i Rj1Rj2 sinαj , j = 1, 2, 3 , (2.3)
describing the size of the three tori T 2,j, with the metric:
gj =
(
(Rj1)
2 Rj1R
j
2 cosα
j
Rj1R
j
2 cosα
j (Rj2)
2
)
. (2.4)
Here, the axions aj stem from reducing the RR 4–form on the 4–cycles T 2,k × T 2,l, i.e.
aj =
∫
T 2,k×T 2,l
C4. Besides the three complex structure moduli
Uj = R
j
2
Rj1
eiα
j
, j = 1, 2, 3 , (2.5)
there are 48 additional ones, which represent blowing up moduli. The latter refer to the
3 × 16 fixpoints resulting from the orbifold group elements θ, ω and θω. These orbifold
singularities are of real codimension 4. The respective modulus corresponds to a C2 × C1
cycle. The C1 refers to a P
1, which is collapsed at the orbifold singularity and the C2
denotes the torus, which is fixed under the respective orbifold group. Hence we have 48
collapsed 3–cycles C2 × C1 of type (2, 1) and (1, 2). A detailed discussion of the massless
spectrum of this model will be given in the next section. There is one subtlety concerning
the correct field definitions. The moduli fields T j ,Uj we get from the geometry (we call
them the moduli in the string basis) are not scalars of chiral multiplets, so we need to make
a basis transformation to obtain the physical fields suitable for a field theory calculation.
We will now introduce the moduli S, T j , U j in the field theory basis. For the complex
structure moduli, we do not need a redefinition in type IIB , U i = U i. The imaginary
part of the Ka¨hler moduli is given by the coupling of the gauge fields on a D7-brane g−2D7,j,
which is wrapped on the tori T 2,k and T 2,l. So
T j = aj + i
e−φ4
2πα′1/2
√
ImT kImT l
Im T j . (2.6)
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The imaginary part of the dilaton S is given by the gauge coupling on the D3–brane g−2D3:
S = C0 + i
e−φ4
2π
α′3/2√
ImT 1Im T 2Im T 3 . (2.7)
As described at the beginning, the orbifold group (2.2) implies the additional orien-
tifold actions ΩI6θ,ΩI6ω and ΩI6θω. The latter essentially correspond to the generators
ΩI32 ,ΩI
1
2 and ΩI
2
2 , respectively. The generators I
j
2 reflect only one complex coordinate z
j :
Ij2 : z
j −→ −zj . (2.8)
The orientifold action (2.8) implies 64 O3–planes ΩI6 and 4×3 = 12 O7–planes ΩIk2 , k =
1, 2, 3. The latter are sitting at the four fixed–points of each T 2,j/Ij2 . These orientifold
planes produce a negative C4 and C8–form potential, which has to be cancelled. These
potentials may be balanced by placing D3–branes and D7–branes on top of the orientifold
planes. To obtain a chiral spectrum, we may introduce (magnetic) two–form fluxes F jdxj∧
dyj on the internal part ofD7–brane world volume. Together with the internalNS B–field3
bj we combine the complete 2–form flux into F =
3∑
j=1
F j :=
3∑
j=1
(bj + 2πα′F j) dxj ∧ dyj.
The latter gives rise to the total internal antisymmetric background(
0 f j
−f j 0
)
, f j =
1
(2π)2
∫
T 2,j
F j , (2.9)
w.r.t. the j–th internal plane. The 2–form fluxes F j have to obey the quantization rule:
mj
1
(2π)2α′
∫
T 2,j
F j = nj , n ∈ Z , (2.10)
i.e. f j = α′ n
j
mj . We obtain non–vanishing instanton numbers
mj mk
∫
T 2,j×T 2,k
F ∧ F = (2π)4 α′2 nj nk (2.11)
on the world–volume of a D7–brane, which is wrapped around the 4–cycle T 2,j×T 2,k with
the wrapping numbers mj . Hence, through the CS–coupling T7 C4 ∧ F ∧ F , a D7–brane
may also induce contributions to the 4–form potential. Note, that a D3–brane may be
described by a D7–brane with f j →∞. To cancel the tadpoles arising from the Ramond
3 Note, that bj has to be quantized due to the orientifold projection Ω to the values bj = 0 or
bj = 1
2
[29].
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forms C4 and C8, we introduce ND3 (space–time filling) D3–branes and K stacks of D7–
branes with internal fluxes. More concretely, Ki stacks of N ia D7–branes with internal
2–form fluxes F j ,Fk and wrapping numbers mja, mka w.r.t. the 4–cycle T 2,j × T 2,k. The
cancellation condition for the tadpole arising from the RR 4–form C4 is
ND3 +
2
(2π)4α′2
∑
(i,j,k)
=(1,2,3)
Ki∑
a=1
N ia m
j
a m
k
a
∫
T 2,j×T 2,k
F ∧ F = 32 , (2.12)
i.e. according to Eq. (2.11):
ND3 + 2
∑
(i,j,k)
=(1,2,3)
Ki∑
a=1
N ia n
j
a n
k
a = 32 . (2.13)
Furthermore, the cancellation conditions for the 8–form tadpoles yield:
2
K3∑
a=1
N3a m
1
a m
2
a = −32 ,
2
K2∑
a=1
N2a m
1
a m
3
a = −32 ,
2
K1∑
a=1
N1a m
2
a m
3
a = −32 .
(2.14)
The extra factor of 2 in front of the sums over the D7–brane stacks accounts for additional
mirror branes. For each D7–brane with wrapping numbers (mi, mj), we also have to take
into account its mirror (−mi,−mj) in order to cancel induced RR 6–form charges. The
r.h.s. of Eqs. (2.12) and (2.14) accounts for the contributions of the O3– and O7–planes,
respectively. An O3–plane contributes −1
4
of a D3–brane charge T3. In the covering space
the 64 O3–planes are doubled, thus contributing 2 × 64 × (−1
4
) = −32 on the l.h.s. of
(2.13). On the other hand, in D7–brane charge T7 units, an O7–plane contributes 4T7.
Hence, in the covering space, four O7–planes contribute 2 × 4 × 4 = 32 on the l.h.s. of
(2.14).
AD3–brane placed in the uncompactifiedD = 4 space–time produces the contribution
VD3 = T3 e
−φ4
α′3/2√
T 12 T 22 T 32
(2.15)
to the total scalar potential V . Here Tp = (2π)
−pα′−
1
2−
p
2 is the Dp–brane tension [30] and
φ4 = φ10 − 12 ln
[
Im(T 1)Im(T 2)Im(T 3)/α′3] the dilaton field in D = 4. Furthermore, a
7
D7–brane, wrapped around the 4–cycle T 2,j × T 2,k with wrapping numbers mj , mk and
internal gauge fluxes fk, f l gives rise to the potential
VD7j = −T7 (2π)4 α′3/2 e−φ4 mk ml
∣∣∣∣1 + i fkT k2
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣1 + i f lT l2
∣∣∣∣
√
T k2 T l2
T j2
. (2.16)
In order that the D7–branes preserve some supersymmetry, their internal 2–form fluxes
f i, f j must obey the supersymmetry condition [31]:
f i
ImT i = −
f j
ImT j . (2.17)
In that case, the potential (2.16) simplifies:
VD7j = −T7 (2π)4 α′3/2 e−φ4 mk ml
(
1− f
k f l
T k2 T l2
) √T k2 T l2
T j2
. (2.18)
Hence, the presence of ND3 space–time filling D3–branes and various stacks of D7–branes
produces a positive potential4
VD3/D7 = ND3 VD3 + 2
3∑
j=1
Kj∑
a=1
N ja VD7j . (2.19)
Furthermore, a negative potential is generated by the presence of the 64 O3– and 12
O7j–orientifold planes:
VO3/O7 = 2e
−φ4 α′3/2
{
−64T ′3
1√
T 12 T 22 T 32
− 4T ′7 (2π)4
(√
T 22 T 32
T 12
+
√
T 12 T 32
T 22
+
√
T 12 T 22
T 32
)}
.
(2.20)
Here, the orientifold tension for Op–planes is given by T ′p = 2
p−5Tp [30]. The extra factor
of 2 is due to the covering space. In the case of supersymmetric D7–branes, i.e. (2.17)
holding for each brane, we have
VD3/D7 + VO3/O7 = 0 , (2.21)
provided the tadpole conditions (2.12) and (2.14) are fulfilled.
The simplest solution to the equations (2.12) and (2.14) is represented by the following
example: We take 32 space–time filling D3–branes and place 8 D7–branes on top of each
of the 12 O7–planes. This leads to a non–chiral spectrum and the 96 D7–branes give rise
4 The extra factor of two in front of the D7–brane sum accounts for the mirror branes.
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to the gauge group SO(8)12 [32]. A more involved example, which leads to a chiral N=1
spectrum, can be found:
Stack Gauge group (m1, n1) (m2, n2) (m3, n3) Na
1 U(2) − − − 4 D3
2 USp(8) − (1, 0) (−1, 0) 8 D7
3 USp(8) (1, 0) − (−1, 0) 8 D7
4 U(3)× U(1) (1, 1) (−2, 1) − 8 D7
5 USp(4) − (2, 1) (−1, 1) 4 D7
6 U(1) (2, 1) − (−2, 1) 2 D7
Table 1: Chiral D3/D7 brane configuration: wrapping numbers mj ,
internal flux numbers nj and amount of supersymmetry preserved.
The supersymmetry condition (2.17) may be fulfilled for each stack, provided the three
Ka¨hler moduli obey ImT 1 = ImT 3 = T and ImT 2 = 12T . Hence, in that case the NS–
tadpoles are cancelled as well, i.e. (2.21) holds. In addition, two of the three Ka¨hler
moduli T j are fixed as a result of demanding a chiral supersymmetric vacuum solution.
The full configuration preserves N=1 supersymmetry in D = 4. After performing T–
dualities in the three x–directions of the three tori T 2,j , the above configuration leads to
the supersymmetric intersecting D6–brane model, introduced in [5].
Together with the complex dilaton field
S = τ = C0 + ie
−φ10 , (2.22)
we have h(1,1)+ h(2,1)+1 = 55 chiral N=1 multiplets from the closed string sector (bulk):
seven from the untwisted sector and 48 from the twisted sector. Additional chiral multiplets
arise from the open string sector. The D3–branes have six real transversal positions φi,
which combine into 3 complex scalars. Furthermore the D7–branes which are wrapped
around a 4–cycle give rise to one complex scalar describing the transversal movement and
two Wilson line moduli. Moreover, there are moduli accounting for bundles on the D7–
branes. In addition, there are moduli from the twisted (open string) sector, describing
scalar matter fields. We shall come to a detailed discussion of the spectrum in section 3.
2.2. Turning on the 3-form fluxes
Let us now give non–vanishing vevs to some of the flux components Hijk and Fijk,
with F3 = dC2, H3 = dB2. A thorough discussion of 3–form fluxes on the torus (T
2)3
is presented in appendix A. On the torus T 6, we would have 20+20 independent internal
components for Hijk and Fijk. In addition, all these components remain inert under the
orientifold projection Ω(−1)FLI6. However, under ΩI2, only a subset of 12 of the 20 flux
9
components survive [28]. Hence, after taking into account all three I2–projections I
j
2 , we
are left with only eight flux components:
H135 , H136 , H145 , H146 , H235 , H236 , H245 , H246 . (2.23)
A similar analysis applies to the RR 3–form flux components Fijk = ∂[iCjk], whose 2–form
potential C2 is odd under (−1)FL , i.e. Ω(−1)FL C2 = −C2. With similar arguments as
before, the components
F135 , F136 , F145 , F146 , F235 , F236 , F245 , F246 (2.24)
survive the orientifold projections Ω(−1)FLIj2 , j = 1, 2, 3. So far, the effect of the orb-
ifold action Γ has not yet been taken into account and the components (2.23) and (2.24)
represent the set of fluxes, invariant under both Ij2 , j = 1, 2, 3 and I6. Note, that the
fluxes (2.23) and (2.24) are automatically invariant under the orbifold group (2.2) as well
and no further components are lost. In fact, these 8 real flux components correspond
to a linear combination of the 2h2,1 + 2h3,0 = 8 primitive elements of the cohomology
H3(X6,C) (cf. the next subsection). To summarize, we shall consider the type IIB
orbifold (T 2)3/(Z2 × Z2) supplemented with the additional orientifold Ω(−1)FLI6 action
and obtain an N=1 (non–chiral) spectrum in the closed string sector. After performing
three T–duality actions in all six internal coordinates, this model becomes the non–chiral
D9/D5–orientifold model of [33].
The fluxes in (2.23) and (2.24) have to obey the quantization rules 1(2pi)2α′
∫
C3
F3 ∈ Z
and 1(2pi)2α′
∫
C3
H3 ∈ Z, with F3, H3 ∈ H3(X6,Z). We shall make some comments in
the following. It has been pointed out in Ref. [34], that there are subtleties for toroidal
orientifolds due to additional 3–cycles, which are not present in the covering space T 6. If
some integers are odd, additional discrete flux has to be turned on in order to meet the
quantization rule for those 3–cycles. We may bypass these problems in our concrete Z2×Z2
orientifold, if we choose the quantization numbers to be multiples of 8 and do not allow for
discrete flux at the orientifold planes [14,15]. Note, that in addition to the untwisted flux
components Hijk and Fijk there may be also NSNS– and RR–flux components from the
twisted sector. We do not consider them here. It is assumed, that their quantization rules
freeze the blowing up moduli at the orbifold singularities. The extra 48 3–cycles, which
are collapsed at those singularities, do not give rise to extra quantization conditions for
the untwisted flux components. In fact, the flux integrals over those give zero [35].
The two 3–forms F3, H3 are organized in the SL(2,Z)S covariant field:
G3 = F3 − SH3 . (2.25)
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After giving a vev to the field G3, the Chern–Simons term
5
SCS = 1
2
1
(2π)7 α′4
∫
C4 ∧G3 ∧G3
S − S . (2.26)
of the ten–dimensional effective type IIB action gives rise to an additional tadpole for the
RR four–form C4 (in units of T3):
Nflux =
1
(2π)4 α′2
∫
X6
H3 ∧ F3 . (2.27)
Hence in the presence of 3–form fluxes, the tadpole condition (2.12) is modified to:
Nflux +ND3 +
2
(2π)4α′2
∑
(i,j,k)
=(1,2,3)
Ki∑
a=1
N ia m
j
a m
k
a
∫
T 2,j×T 2,k
F ∧ F = 32 . (2.28)
The CP even analog of (2.27) originates from the piece −12·3!
1
(2pi)7α′4
∫
d10x
√−g10 |G3|2 of
the D = 10 type IIB action and leads to the potential term in D = 4:
1
2 (2π)7 α′4
∫
X6
d6y G3 ∧ ⋆6G3 . (2.29)
According to [12,36], the latter may be split into a purely topological term Vtop, inde-
pendent of the moduli fields, and a second term Vflux, relevant for the F–term con-
tribution to the scalar potential. After the decomposition G3 = G
ISD + GIASD, with
⋆6G
ISD = +i GISD and ⋆6G
IASD = −i GIASD, one obtains [12,36,37]:
Vflux =
1
(2π)7 α′4
∫
X6
GIASD ∧ ⋆6GIASD ,
Vtop = −e−φ10 T3 Nflux .
(2.30)
Hence, the total contributions to the scalar potential are:
V = VD + VF ,
VD = VD3/D7 + VO3/O7 + Vtop ,
VF = Vflux .
(2.31)
The piece VD represents D–term contributions to the scalar potential due to Fayet–
Iliopolous terms. See Ref. [38] for further details. Only the last term corresponds to
5 Throughout this section, we work in the string–frame, i.e. with the Einstein term
1
(2pi)7 α′4
∫
d10x
√−g10 e−2φ10 R.
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an F–term. For the case, that the conditions (2.28) and (2.14) are met, Ramond tadpole
contributions are absent. If in addition, (2.17) is met, i.e. only supersymmetric 2–form
fluxes on the D7–brane world–volume are considered, the first three terms add up to zero:
VD3/D7+VO3/O7+Vtop = 0, i.e. VD = 0. Let us remark, that this condition may generically
also fix some of the Ka¨hler moduli T j . In the following, we shall assume, that VD = 0 and
study only the F–term contribution VF = Vflux to the scalar potential V . The potential
VF , displayed in Eq. (2.31), originates from the closed string sector only. It is derived from
the superpotential6 [24]:
Ŵ =
λ
(2π)2α′
∫
X6
G3 ∧ Ω . (2.32)
2.3. The 3-form fluxes on (T 2)3/Z2 × Z2
We will now work out the explicit form of the 3-form flux G3 in terms of the closed
string moduli U i and S. Expressed in real coordinates, we take the following basis of
3-form fluxes allowed on (T 2)3/Z2 × Z2:
α0 = dx
1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 β0 = dy1 ∧ dy2 ∧ dy3
α1 = dy
1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 β1 = −dx1 ∧ dy2 ∧ dy3
α2 = dx
1 ∧ dy2 ∧ dx3 β2 = −dy1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dy3
α3 = dx
1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dy3 β3 = −dy1 ∧ dy2 ∧ dx3
(2.33)
This basis has the property
∫
X6
αi ∧ βj = δji . The above fluxes all fulfill the primitivity
condition αi ∧ J = βi ∧ J = 0, with J the Ka¨hler form. These are at the same time
exactly the fluxes that are allowed in a setup with three stacks of D7 branes, one stack
not wrapping T 23 , one not wrapping T
2
2 , and one not wrapping T
2
1 , see appendix 1.
Expressed in this basis, the G3-flux (2.25) takes the following form:
1
(2π)2α′
G3 =
3∑
i=0
{(ai − Sci)αi + (bi − Sdi)βi}. (2.34)
A basis of H3 = H(3,0) ⊕H(2,1) ⊕H(1,2) ⊕H(0,3), corresponding to the fluxes (2.33) is
dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3, dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3, dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3, dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3,
dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3, dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3, dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3, dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3, (2.35)
6 The factor of λ serves to obtain the correct mass dimension of 3 for the superpotential, i.e.
λ ∝ κ−34
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where dzi = dxi+U idyi. We now want to express this basis through our real basis {αi, βj}
and the complex structure moduli of T 2 × T 2 × T 2 :
ωA0 = α0 +
3∑
i=1
αiU i − β1U2U3 − β2U1U3 − β3U1U2 + β0U1U2U3
ωA1 = α0 + α1U1 + α2U
2 + α3U
3 − β1U2U3 − β2U1U3 − β3U1U2 + β0U1U2U3
ωA2 = α0 + α1U
1 + α2U2 + α3U
3 − β1U2U3 − β2U1U3 − β3U1U2 + β0U1U2U3
ωA3 = α0 + α1U
1 + α2U
2 + α3U3 − β1U2U3 − β2U1U3 − β3U1U2 + β0U1U2U3
ωB0 = α0 +
3∑
i=1
αiU
i − β1U2U3 − β2U1U3 − β3U1U2 + β0U1U2U3
ωB1 = α0 + α1U
1 + α2U2 + α3U3 − β1U2U3 − β2U1U3 − β3U1U2 + β0U1U2U3
ωB2 = α0 + α1U1 + α2U
2 + α3U3 − β1U2U3 − β2U1U3 − β3U1U2 + β0U1U2U3
ωB3 = α0 + α1U1 + α2U2 + α3U
3 − β1U2U3 − β2U1U3 − β3U1U2 + β0U1U2U3
(2.36)
ωB0 obviously corresponds to the (3, 0)-part of the flux and the Calabi-Yau 3-form Ω can
be normalized to equal ωB0. ωA1, ωA2 and ωA3 are the (2, 1)-components of the flux, ωB1,
ωB2 and ωB3 the (1, 2)-components of the flux, and ωA0 corresponds to the (0, 3)-part, i.e.
Ω.
Note that this basis is not normalized to one. It fulfills∫
ωAi ∧ ωBi =
3∏
i=1
(U i − U i), i = 0, . . . , 3∫
ωAj ∧ ωBk = 0, j 6= k.
(2.37)
Expressed in this basis, the G3-flux takes the following form:
1
(2π)2α′
G3 =
3∑
i=0
(AiωAi +B
iωBi). (2.38)
By comparing the coefficients of G3 expressed in the real basis and in the complex basis and
solving for the {Ai, Bi}, we can express the {Ai, Bi} as a function of {ai, ci, bi, di} and
the moduli fields S, U i. By setting the respective coefficients to zero, we obtain equations
for the respective flux parts. This gives us constraints on the {ai, ci, bi, di}. What has to
be taken into account as well is the fact that the {ai, ci, bi, di} must be integer numbers.
This requirement can only be fulfilled for specific choices of the U i and of S, i.e. it fixes
the moduli.
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Expressed with the coefficients of the real basis, we find Nflux, given in (2.27), to be
Nflux =
3∑
i=0
cibi −
3∑
i=0
aidi.
We want to find the corresponding expression in complex language. We find
Nflux =
1
(2π)4(α′)2
1
(S − S)
∫
G3 ∧G3
= −
3∏
i=1
(U i − U i)
(S − S)
3∑
i=0
(|Ai|2 − |Bi|2),
(2.39)
which is quite a nice expression. And it immediately teaches us something about the
behaviour of the different fluxes: The fluxes obeying the ISD-condition, i.e. those having
all Bi = 0, have Nflux > 0, whereas the IASD-fluxes, i.e. those with all Ai = 0 have
Nflux < 0.
(i) The supersymmetric case: (2, 1)−flux
It is common knowledge that turning on only the (2, 1)-part of the 3-form flux does
not break supersymmetry. Such a flux fulfills the ISD condition and from eq. (2.30) , we
know that Vflux = 0.
We obtain the necessary equations by setting the coefficients of the (0, 3)-, (1, 2)-, and
(3, 0)-flux to zero, i.e. A0 = B0 = B1 = B2 = B3 = 0. This corresponds to the following
equations:
0 = U1U2U3(a0 − Sc0)−
∑
i6=j 6=k
(ai − Sci)U jUk − (b0 − Sd0)−
3∑
i=1
(bi − Sdi)U i
0 = U
1
U2U3(a0 − Sc0)− {(a1 − Sc1)U2U3 + (a2 − Sc2)U1U3 + (a3 − Sc3)U1U2}−
− (b0 − Sd0)− {(b1 − Sd1)U1 + (b2 − Sd2)U2 + (b3 − Sd3)U3}
0 = U
1
U
2
U
3
(a0 − Sc0)−
∑
i6=j 6=k
(ai − Sci)U jUk − (b0 − Sd0)−
3∑
i=1
(bi − Sdi)U i
0 = U1U
2
U3(a0 − Sc0)− {(a1 − Sc1)U2U3 + (a2 − Sc2)U1U3 + (a3 − Sc3)U1U2}−
− (b0 − Sd0)− {(b1 − Sd1)U1 + (b2 − Sd2)U2 + (b3 − Sd3)U3}
0 = U1U2U
3
(a0 − Sc0)− {(a1 − Sc1)U2U3 + (a2 − Sc2)U1U3 + (a3 − Sc3)U1U2}−
− (b0 − Sd0)− {(b1 − Sd1)U1 + (b2 − Sd2)U2 + (b3 − Sd3)U3},
(2.40)
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with i 6= j 6= k. There is another, more elegant way of obtaining the equations for the
(2, 1)-flux: G3 not having a (0, 3)-part is equivalent to requiring that∫
G3 ∧ Ω = 0,
which yields the first of the above equations. G3 not having a (3, 0)-part is equivalent to
requiring that ∫
G3 ∧ Ω = 0,
which yields the second of the above equations, and G3 not having a (1, 2)-part is equivalent
to requiring that ∫
G3 ∧ ωA1 =
∫
G3 ∧ ωA2 =
∫
G3 ∧ ωA3 = 0,
which gives us the remaining three equations. (We remember that ωA1, ωA2, ωA3 are the
basis of the (2, 1)-flux.) The integration picks out the allowed flux components and we
obtain the same equations as above in a different way.
There is another equivalent way to obtain the equations for the (2, 1)-flux. We know
that for the flux to be supersymmetric, we must impose the conditions
Ŵ =
λ
(2π)2α′
∫
G3 ∧ Ω = 0,
DSŴ = ∂SŴ + κ
2
4 Ŵ ∂SK̂ = 0,
DUiŴ = ∂UiŴ + κ
2
4 Ŵ ∂UiK̂ = 0,
(2.41)
where DM is the Ka¨hler covariant derivative and the Ka¨hler potential K̂ is given in the
next section. We want to check, whether these conditions are really equivalent to the
ones we found before. The first condition obviously corresponds to our first equation.
After multiplication of the second condition with −(S − S), we find it to correspond to∫
G3 ∧ Ω = 0, which is the complex conjugate of the second of our equations. After
multiplicating the third of the conditions with −(U i − U i), we find it to correspond to∫
G3 ∧ ωAi, so we have complete equivalence between our equations and the conditions
above.
Now we can solve for the {ai, ci, bi, di} and impose the constraint that they have to
be integer numbers. These constraints cannot be solved in full generality, i.e. for arbitrary
moduli and flux coefficients. By fixing some of the moduli and/or flux coefficients, it is
possible to obtain special solutions. Here, we choose to fix the moduli to U1 = U2 = U3 =
S = i.
One possible solution for the (2, 1)-flux we get is
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1(2π)2α′
G21 = [−d0 + i(d1 + d2 + d3)] α0 + [−d1 − i(−b2 − b3 + d0)] α1
+ (−d2 − ib2) α2 + (−d3 − ib3) α3 + (−d1 − d2 − d3 − id0) β0
+ (−b2 − b3 + d0 − id1) β1 + (b2 − id2) β2 + (b3 − id3) β3,
(2.42)
where b2, b3, d0, d1, d2, d3 can be any integer number. As reported in section 2, we can
avoid possible complications with flux quantization, if we take our flux coefficients to be
multiples of 8. This can be achieved by simply taking b2, b3, d0, d1, d2, d3 to be multiples
of 8.
Expressed in the complex basis (2.36), the solution takes the form
1
(2π)2α′
G21 =
1
2
[−b2 − b3 + i(d2 + d3)] ωA1 + 12 [b2 − d0 + i(d1 + d3)] ωA2+
+ 12 [b3 − d0 + i(d1 + d2)] ωA3 .
(2.43)
For Nflux we find
Nflux = 4 (|A1|2 + |A2|2 + |A3|2)
= 2 (
3∑
i=0
d2i + d1d2 + d1d3 + d2d3 + b
2
2 + b
2
3 + b2b3 − b2d0 − b3d0) .
(2.44)
If we require Nflux to have a certain value, this places quite stringent constraints on our
choice for the coefficients. The smallest possible Nflux for our solution, the coefficients
being multiples of 8, is Nflux = 128. To achieve this, we have several possibilities. We
can for example set either of the di or bi to ±8, and all the other coefficients to zero. For
d0 = 8 for example, all other coefficients being zero, this would amount to
1
(2π)2α′
G3 = 8 (−α0 − iα1 − iβ0 + β1).
Another possible solution would be b2 = 8, b3 = −8, or the other way round. This would
result in
1
(2π)2α′
G3 = 8 (−iα2 + iα3 + β2 − β3).
(ii) (0, 3)-flux
This flux meets the ISD-condition as well, therefore Vflux = 0.
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To obtain the (0, 3)-part of the flux, we must set A1 = A2 = A3 = B0 = B1 = B2 =
B3 = 0 or equivalently require that
∫
G3 ∧ Ω =
∫
G3 ∧ ωA1 =
∫
G3 ∧ ωA2 =
∫
G3 ∧ ωA3 =∫
G3 ∧ωB1 =
∫
G3 ∧ωB2 =
∫
G3 ∧ωB3 = 0. This results in the following seven equations:
0 = U1U
2
U
3
(a0 − Sc0)− {(a1 − Sc1)U2U3 + (a2 − Sc2)U1U3 + (a3 − Sc3)U1U2}−
− (b0 − Sd0)− {(b1 − Sd1)U1 + (b2 − Sd2)U2 + (b3 − Sd3)U3}
0 = U
1
U2U
3
(a0 − Sc0)− {(a1 − Sc1)U2U3 + (a2 − Sc2)U1U3 + (a3 − Sc3)U1U2}−
− (b0 − Sd0)− {(b1 − Sd1)U1 + (b2 − Sd2)U2 + (b3 − Sd3)U3}
0 = U
1
U
2
U3(a0 − Sc0)− {(a1 − Sc1)U2U3 + (a2 − Sc2)U1U3 + (a3 − Sc3)U1U2}−
− (b0 − Sd0)− {(b1 − Sd1)U1 + (b2 − Sd2)U2 + (b3 − Sd3)U3}
0 = U
1
U
2
U
3
(a0 − Sc0)−
∑
i6=j 6=k
(ai − Sci)U jUk − (b0 − τd0)−
3∑
i=1
(bi − Sdi)U i
0 = U
1
U2U3(a0 − Sc0)− {(a1 − Sc1)U2U3 + (a2 − Sc2)U1U3 + (a3 − Sc3)U1U2}−
− (b0 − Sd0)− {(b1 − Sd1)U1 + (b2 − Sd2)U2 + (b3 − Sd3)U3}
0 = U1U
2
U3(a0 − Sc0)− {(a1 − Sc1)U2U3 + (a2 − Sc2)U1U3 + (a3 − Sc3)U1U2}−
− (b0 − Sd0)− {(b1 − Sd1)U1 + (b2 − Sd2)U2 + (b3 − Sd3)U3}
0 = U1U2U
3
(a0 − Sc0)− {(a1 − Sc1)U2U3 + (a2 − Sc2)U1U3 + (a3 − Sc3)U1U2}−
− (b0 − Sd0)− {(b1 − Sd1)U1 + (b2 − Sd2)U2 + (b3 − Sd3)U3},
(2.45)
with i 6= j 6= k. Now we solve again for the {ai, ci, bi, di}, and after fixing the moduli
U1 = U2 = U3 = S = i get a solution for the (0, 3)-flux:
1
(2π)2α′
G03 = (d0 + id3)α0 + (d3 − id0)α1
+ (d3 − id0)α2 + (d3 − id0)α3 − (d3 − id0)β0
+ (d0 + id3)β
1 + (d0 + id3)β
2 + (d0 + id3)β
3.
(2.46)
We see, that we now have much stronger constraints than in the (2, 1)-case, which is no
surprise, as we also have more equations to fulfill. When we could choose any integer
numbers for b2, b3, d0, d1, d2, d3 in the (2, 1)-case, we can now only choose the values for d0
and d3, which we again take to be multiples of 8. Expressed in the complex basis (2.36),
the solution takes the form
1
(2π)2α′
G03 = (d0 + id3)ωA0. (2.47)
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For the (0, 3)-flux, we find
Nflux = 4 |A0|2 = 4 (d23 + d20).
Here, the smallest possible Nflux is 256. There are four possible solutions for Nflux = 256,
namely d3 = ±8, d0 = 0 and d0 = ±8, d3 = 0. For d3 = 8, d0 = 0, this results in
1
(2π)2α′
G3 = 8 (iα0 + α1 + α2 + α3 − β0 + iβ1 + iβ2 + iβ3).
(iii) (1, 2)-flux
This flux is IASD, and therefore not consistent with the supergravity equations of
motion.
Here, we require A0 = A1 = A2 = A3 = B0 = 0 or equivalently
∫
G3 ∧ Ω =∫
G3 ∧ Ω =
∫
G3 ∧ ωB1 =
∫
G3 ∧ ωB2 =
∫
G3 ∧ ωB3 = 0. We will refrain from writing
down the equations for this case, which are just a different combination of the equations
we have seen before. A solution for U1 = U2 = U3 = S = i is
1
(2π)2α′
G12 = [d0 + i(d1 + d2 + d3)] α0 + [d1 − i(b2 + b3 + d0)] α1
+ (d2 + ib2) α2 + (d3 + ib3) α3 + [d1 + d2 + d3 − id0] β0
+ (−b2 − b3 − d0 − id1) β1 + (b2 − id2)β2 + (b3 − id3) β3,
(2.48)
which differs from the (2, 1)-case only by signs. Expressed in the complex basis (2.36), the
solution takes the form
1
(2π)2α′
G12 =
1
2
[−b2 − b3 + i(d2 + d3)] ωB1 + 12 [b2 + d0 + i(d1 + d3)] ωB2+
+ 12 [b3 + d0 + i(d1 + d2)] ωB3.
(2.49)
For (1, 2)-flux, we find
Nflux = −4 (|B1|2 + |B2|2 + |B3|2)
= −2 (
3∑
i=0
d2i + d1d2 + d1d3 + d2d3 + b2b3 + b2d0 + b3d0 + b
2
2 + b
2
3 ).
(2.50)
As remarked before, for IASD-fluxes, Nflux is negative. The largest possible value for this
solution is Nflux = −128, which is achieved whenever we choose one of the bi or di equal
to ±8 and the others all equal to zero, or whenever we choose two coefficients to have the
absolute value of 8, but with differring signs, and all other coefficients equal to zero.
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(iv) (3, 0)-flux
This is an IASD-flux as well, again not consistent with the supergravity equations of
motion.
To obtain the (3, 0)-part of the flux, we must set A0 = A1 = A2 = A3 = B1 = B2 =
B3 = 0 or equivalently require that
∫
G3 ∧ Ω =
∫
G3 ∧ ωA1 =
∫
G3 ∧ ωA2 =
∫
G3 ∧ ωA3 =∫
G3 ∧ ωB1 =
∫
G3 ∧ ωB2 =
∫
G3 ∧ ωB3 = 0. As a solution for U1 = U2 = U3 = S = i we
get
1
(2π)2α′
G30 = (d0 + id3)α0 + (d3 + id0)α1
+ (d3 + id0)α2 + (d3 + id0)α3 − (d3 + id0)β0
+ (d0 − id3)β1 + (d0 − id3)β2 + (d0 − id3)β3,
(2.51)
which is the complex conjugate of our solution for the (0, 3)-flux. Expressed in the complex
basis (2.36), the solution takes the form
1
(2π)2α′
G30 = (d0 − id3)ωB0. (2.52)
In the case of (3, 0)-flux,
Nflux = −4|B0|2 = −4(d20 + d23).
Here, the largest possible value for this solution is Nflux = −256, which we get for the same
choices of coefficients as in the (0, 3)-case.
2.4. Examples of type IIB orientifold models with non–vanishing fluxes
In order to satisfy the supergravity equations of motion, the flux combination (2.25)
has to obey the imaginary self–duality condition ⋆6G = +i G [12]. This condition ensures
the existence of a solution for the metric and 4–form. It also has crucial implications
for the possible supersymmetry breaking scenarios and for the choice of four–dimensional
space–time. From (2.30) we immediately see, that in this case no F–term contributions to
the scalar potential V are produced, i.e. VF = Vflux = 0. Only the D–term contribution
Vtop ∼ Nflux is non–vanishing. As already mentioned in section 2, this term enters VD,
given in (2.31).
Note, as discussed in section 2, the quantization conditions for the fluxes force the
coefficients to be multiples of eight. This implies |Nflux| ≥ 64. For ISD–fluxes we have
Nflux > 0. According to Eq. (2.28), consistent solutions, i.e. vanishing Ramond tadpoles,
may be possible withoutD3–branes, i.e. ND3 = 0. In that case, the O3–planes and/or non–
trivial internal gauge bundles on theD7–brane world–volume may balance the positiveD3–
brane charge introduced by the ISD–fluxes. This corresponds to the initial step, proposed
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in [13], to fix the dilaton and complex structure moduli only by ISD–fluxes. With that
amount of flux, i.e. Nflux = 128 and the stacks of D7–branes, displayed in Table 2, the
conditions (2.28) and (2.14) are met with ND3 = 0.
Stack Gauge group (m1, n1) (m2, n2) (m3, n3) Na
1, 2, 3, 4 SO(8)4 (1, 0) (−1, 0) − 4× 4 D7
5, 6, 7, 8 SO(8)4 (1, 0) − (−1, 0) 4× 4 D7
9, 10, 11, 12 SO(14)4 − (1, 0) (−1, 0) 4× 7 D7
13 U(12) − (1, 2) (1,−2) 12 D7
Table 2: D7–brane configuration allowing for Nflux = 128: wrapping numbers m
j ,
internal flux numbers nj and amount of supersymmetry preserved.
The first twelve stacks (and their mirrors) of D7–branes are located at the twelve O7–
planes. Besides, the first eight stacks cancel tadpoles from the C8–form locally. In order
for the last stack to preserve the supersymmetry condition (2.17), we need to fix the Ka¨hler
moduli: T 2 = T 3. An example leading to Nflux = 128 has been presented in subsection
2.3(i).7
As a final step, it has been suggested in [13] to include anti–D3 branes , i.e. ND3 < 0.
This requires additional positive flux contributions in order for Eqs. (2.28) and (2.14)
now to be satisfied. However, in that case, cancellation of RR–tadpoles does no longer
imply the absence of the NSNS–tadpoles, since anti–D3–branes contribute to (2.28) with
a negative sign in contrast to (2.15). Hence, a positive D–term potential remains due
to the uncancelled NSNS–tadpoles. In fact, for anti–D3–branes with ISD–fluxes, soft–
supersymmetry breaking terms are generated and supersymmetry is broken [20]. This
may be a favorable scenario (cf. [13]), since the soft–supersymmetry breaking terms fix the
positions of the anti–D3–branes.
According to (2.30), only fluxes G3 of IASD–type give rise to an F–term contribution
VF to the scalar potential V in D = 4 space–time dimensions. The latter is positive
semidefinite. On the other hand, Nflux < 0 for IASD–fluxes and generically, D3–branes
are needed to fulfill (2.28). The supergravity equations of motions are inconsistent for such
configurations [12]. This fact is related to uncancelled NSNS–tadpoles and a positive
scalar potential V .
7 Note that N=1 supersymmetry is only mutually preserved within the first three stacks of
D7–branes. However, the fourth stack, being itself N=2 supersymmetric, is non–supersymmetric
w.r.t. the other three. An alternative, completely supersymmetric model with fluxes is provided
by keeping the first three stacks of D7–branes with N1 = N2 = N3 = 16 and Nflux = 32. Hence,
for this model fluxes through twisted cycles are needed [14,15]
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ISD–fluxes do not lead to a potential for the D3–matter fields C3i [20,21]. Hence in
that case, those moduli remain undetermined and one has to find other mechanism to
stabilize them. Contrarily, IASD–fluxes do no fix the matter fields C3i of anti–D3–branes.
3. The effective action of toroidal type IIB orbifold/orientifolds with D3–and
D7–branes
It is well known, that any N=1 supergravity action in four space–time dimensions is
encoded by three functions, namely the Ka¨hler potential K, the superpotential W , and
the gauge kinetic function f [17]. When such an effective action arises from a higher
dimensional string theory, these three functions usually depend (non–trivially) on moduli
fields describing the background of the present string model. In string compactifications
with D–branes, one has to distinguish between closed string moduli from the bulk, and
open string moduli related to the D–branes. The tree–level effective action describing
the couplings of open and closed string moduli up to second derivative order has been
determined for toroidal orbifold/orientifold models with D3/D7–branes or D5/D9–branes
and 2–form fluxes by computing string scattering amplitudes [1]. The low–energy action for
only the closed string bulk moduli has been discussed for type IIB Calabi–Yau orientifolds
in [21,27].
There are several types of moduli fields in a type IIB orientifold compactification
with D–branes. The closed string moduli fields arise from dimensional reduction of the
bosonic part (φ, gMN , bMN , C0, C2, C4) of the N=2 supergravity multiplet in D = 10 after
imposing the orientifold and orbifold action. In the following, let us concentrate on type
IIB toroidal orbifolds/orientifolds with D3– and D7–branes. Hence, the spectrum has to
be invariant under both the orientifold action Ω(−1)FLI6 and the orbifold group Γ. Before
applying the orbifold twist Γ, the untwisted sector constitutes the states invariant under
Ω(−1)FLI6: φ, gij , bµi, C0, Cµi, Cijkl, Cµνij , Cµνρσ. The fields φ ≡ φ10 and C0 constitute
the universal dilaton field (2.22). The field Cµνρσ gives rise to a tadpole to be cancelled by
the mechanism described in the previous section. Imposing on all the states encountered
above the orbifold action8 Γ gives rise to the closed string untwisted sector. In addition
there are twisted moduli comprising the twisted RR–tensors.
8 The orbifold group Γ = Z2 × Z2, with the generators given in (2.2), leads to the following
bosonic fields from the untwisted sector: φ,C0, Cµνρσ, Cµνjj, Ciijj , and the internal metric g has
to have the block–diagonal structure g = ⊗3j=1gj , with gj given in Eq. (2.4). The latter gives
rise to 9 metric moduli, out of which the three complex structure moduli U j (2.5) and three
real Ka¨hler moduli ImT j (2.3) are built. The latter are complexified with the three axions
aj =
∫
T 2,k×T 2,l
C
kkll
, (j, k, l) = (1, 2, 3). In D = 4, these scalars are dual to the anti–symmetric
2–tensors
∫
T 2,j
Cµνjj and are eliminated as a result of imposing self–duality on the self–dual 4–
form C4. As already reported in the previous section, the twisted sector contains 48 additional
complex structure moduli.
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Let us now come to the open string moduli fields. The massless untwisted moduli
fields originate from the D = 10 gauge field AM reduced on the various D–branes. The
orientifold projection Ω just determines the allowed Chan–Paton gauge degrees of freedom
at the open string endpoints. For a stack of space–time filling D3–branes, we obtain 6 real
scalars φi , i = 4, . . . , 9 in the adjoint of the gauge group of the respective stack. These
scalars describe the transversal movement of the D3–branes, i.e. essentially the location of
the D3–branes on the six–dimensional compactification manifold. They may be combined
into the three complex fields C3i = φ
2i+2+U iφ2i+3 , i = 1, 2, 3. Furthermore, for a stack of
D73–branes, which is wrapped around the 4–cycle T
2,1 × T 2,2, we obtain the four Wilson
lines Ai , i = 4, 5, 6, 7 and two transversal coordinates φ
8, φ9 in the adjoint representation.
The latter describe the position of the D7–brane on the 2–torus T 2,3. Again, these six real
fields may be combined into three complex fields C73i , i = 1, 2, 3. After taking into account
the other two 4–cycles9, on which other stacks of D7–branes may be wrapped, in total, we
obtain the complex fields C
7j
i , i, j = 1, 2, 3. All the open string fields described so far,
give rise to complex scalars of the untwisted sector with at least N=2 supersymmetry. A
stack of D3–branes gives rise to an N=4 super Yang–Mills theory on their world–volume,
provided the stack does not sit at an orbifold singularity. Hence, together with their
world–volume gauge fields, the scalars C3i are organized in N = 4 vector multiplets. The
supersymmetry on the world–volume of a D7–brane, which is wrapped around a generic
supersymmetric 4–cycle of a CY–space, is N=2. The scalar C7ii describes one (complex)
scalar of a vectormultiplet. However, on the torus T 6, the world–volume theory on the D7–
branes preserves N=4 supersymmetry. This becomes clear because one obtains in addition
the scalars C
7j
i , i 6= j, which represent four real N=2 hypermultiplet scalars. Hence
together with the N=2 vectormultiplet, the latter constitute one N=4 vectormultiplet.
However, N=2 and chiral N=1 fields come from the twisted sector. The twisted
matter fields C37a originate from open strings stretched between the D3– and D7–branes
from the a–th stack. Without 2–form fluxes on the internal coordinates of the D7–brane
these strings have DN–boundary conditions w.r.t. to those four coordinates. With non–
vanishing 2–form fluxes on the D7–brane world–volume, the DN–boundary conditions
become mixed boundary conditions, with one open string end respecting the fluxes on
the D7–branes. Generically, these fields respect N=2 supersymmetry. However, there are
twisted N=1 matter fields C7a7b arising from open strings stretched between two different
stacks a and b of D7–branes.
Let us now move on to the low–energy effective action describing the dynamics of the
various moduli fields encountered above. The encountered complex scalars S, T j , U j give
rise to the closed string moduli space. Since these fields live in the bulk, they constitute
9 We assume the 4–cycle to be a direct product of two 2–tori. At any rate, since h(1,1) =
h(2,2) = 3, these are the only 4–cycles in the orbifold under consideration.
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the bulk–moduli space. The latter is a Ka¨hler manifold, with the corresponding Ka¨hler
potential K̂ given by [39]:
κ24K̂ = − ln(S − S)−
3∑
i=1
ln(T i − T i)−
3∑
i=1
ln(U i − U i). (3.1)
The untwisted open string moduli describe either the displacement transverse to the D–
brane world–volume or the breaking of the gauge group by Wilson lines. It is justified to
expand the (full) Ka¨hler potential K and superpotential W around this minimum Ci = 0.
In the case, that we have one stack of space–time filling D3–branes and several stacks of
D7–branes wrapped around different 4–cycles (and being transverse to one torus T 2,j), the
Ka¨hler potential takes the following expansion (for large Ka¨hler moduli, which corresponds
to the supergravity approximation under consideration):
K(M,M,C,C) = K̂(M,M) +
3∑
i=1
G
C3
i
C
3
i
(M,M) C3i C
3
i
+
∑
a
3∑
j=1
3∑
i=1
G
C7a,j
i
C
7a,j
i
(M,M) C7a,ji C
7a,j
i
+
∑
a
G
C37aC
37a (M,M) C37a C
37a
+
∑
a6=b
G
C7a7bC
7a7b (M,M) C
7a7b C
7a7b
+O(C4) .
(3.2)
Here, M collectively accounts for the closed string moduli fields S, T i, U i, and C for the
open string moduli, i.e. matter fields. The index a denotes a particular stack ofD7–branes,
which has a fixed transverse torus T 2,j . Furthermore, the holomorphic superpotential W
takes the form:
W (M,C) = Ŵ (M) + C31C
3
2C
3
3 +
∑
a
3∑
j=1
C7a,j1 C
7a,j
2 C
7a,j
3
+
∑
I,J,K
YIJK(U
i) CICJCK +O(C4) .
(3.3)
Here, the CI collectively account for all other combinations of matter fields, in particular
the twisted matter fields C37a , C7a7b . The Yukawa couplings YIJK(U
i), depending only
on the complex structure moduli U i, have been determined in Ref. [40]. In vacua without
fluxes, we have Ŵ (M) = 0 as a result of the flatness of the closed string moduli. The
closed string superpotential Ŵ (M), which is induced by the 3–form flux has been already
presented in Eq. (2.32). Obviously, it is only non–vanishing for (0, 3)–flux.
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3.1. Matter field metrics of untwisted open strings
The metrics G
C3
i
C
3
j
and G
C7,j
i
C
7j
i
for the untwisted matter fields C3i and C
7j
i (of a
particular D7–brane stack a) may be obtained from the following differential equation [1]:
∂ImT j GCiCi =
Dj +D
j
4ImT j (1− 2δ
ij) GCiCi . (3.4)
The latter is derived from a string scattering amplitude of two matter fields Ci, Ck and the
closed string modulus T j . There is no coupling between matter fields referring to different
planes, i.e. GCiCj = 0 , i 6= j as a result of internal charge conservation [1]. This fact
justifies our ansatz for the expansion of Ka¨hler potential (3.2) ex post facto. The “matrix”
D depends on whether Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions are imposed on the
open string fields attached to the D–brane. In other words, the matrix specifies, which of
the matter fields C3i , C
7,j
i we are considering in the scattering process. For untwisted D7–
brane matter fields C7,ji , the matrix D also encodes the wrapping and flux properties of
the D7–brane. The D3–brane case is particularly simple. In that case, all six internal open
string coordinates respect Dirichlet boundary conditions, i.e. Di = −1, and the differential
equation (3.4) yields:
G
C3
i
C
3
i
∼ α′−3/2 e−φ4 1
U i − U i
√√√√ (T i − T i)
(T k − T k)(T l − T l)
, (i, k, l) = (1, 2, 3) . (3.5)
Expressed in the field–theory moduli (2.6) and (2.7), we obtain:
G
C3
i
C
3
i
=
−κ−24
(U i − U i) (T i − T i)
, i = 1, 2, 3 . (3.6)
The extra U–dependence comes from considering a four–point scattering amplitude [1].
Let us now move on to the untwisted D7–matter fields C7,ji . For concreteness, let us
consider the fields C7,3i , i.e. we shall discuss the case of a D7–brane, which is transversal
to the third torus T 2,3. In this specific case, we find:
D1 =
ImT 1 − if1
ImT 1 + if1 ,
D2 =
ImT 2 − if2
ImT 2 + if2 ,
D3 = −1 .
(3.7)
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After substituting this and integrating the differential equation, we obtain the following
metrics:
G
C7,31 C
7,3
1
∼ e−φ4 1
U1 − U1
√√√√ T 1 − T 1
(T 2 − T 2)(T 3 − T 3)
|ImT 2 + if2|
|ImT 1 + if1| ,
G
C7,32 C
7,3
2
∼ e−φ4 1
U2 − U2
√√√√ T 2 − T 2
(T 1 − T 1)(T 3 − T 3)
|ImT 1 + if1|
|ImT 2 + if2| ,
G
C7,33 C
7,3
3
∼ e−φ4 1
U3 − U3
√√√√ T 3 − T 3
(T 1 − T 1)(T 2 − T 2)
∣∣ImT 1 + if1∣∣ ∣∣ImT 2 + if2∣∣ .
(3.8)
Expressed through the moduli in the field theory basis, the metric reads
G
C7,31 C
7,3
1
=
−κ−24
(U1 − U1) (T 2 − T 2)
|1 + if˜2|
|1 + if˜1|
,
G
C7,32 C
7,3
2
=
−κ−24
(U2 − U2) (T 1 − T 1)
|1 + if˜1|
|1 + if˜2|
,
G
C7,33 C
7,3
3
=
−κ−24
(U3 − U3) (S − S)
|1− f˜1f˜2| ,
GCiCk = 0, i 6= k ,
(3.9)
where f˜ i = f
i
ImT i is the physical 2–form flux. The other cases GC7,j
i
C
7,j
i
with j = 1, 2 are
obtained from the above results by permuting fields. After putting our results together,
the Ka¨hler potential (3.2) for the untwisted closed string sector becomes up to second
order in the open string matter fields
κ24 K(M,M,C,C) = − ln(S − S)−
3∑
i=1
ln(T i − T i)−
3∑
i=1
ln(U i − U i)
+
3∑
i=1
|C3i |2
(T i − T i)(U i − U i)
+
∑
a
3∑
i=1
dikl
|C7a,ii |2
(S − S)(U i − U i)
∣∣∣1− f˜kf˜ l∣∣∣
+
∑
a
3∑
j=1
3∑
i=1
dijk
|C7a,ji |2
(T k − T k) (U i − U i)
∣∣∣∣∣1 + if˜k1 + if˜ i
∣∣∣∣∣ .
(3.10)
Here, we have introduced the tensor dijk which is 1 for (i, j, k) a permutation of (1, 2, 3)
and 0 otherwise. There is one comment in order. As already anticipated, the D3–brane
moduli C3j , j = 1, 2, 3 describe scalars of an N=4 vector multiplet and the D7–brane
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moduli C7,ii are N=2 vectormultitplet scalars. The N=4 vector multiplet of the D3–brane
may be split into one N=2 hypermultiplet in the adjoint and one N=2 vectormultiplet.
The latter describes the relative position of the D3–brane to that of the D7–brane in the
space transversal to the D7–brane. Hence, for a given internal index i the fields C7,ii and
C3i represent N=2 vectormultiplet scalars and we expect their metrics to be deducible from
a common N=2 prepotential F . Indeed, for the case of vanishing 2–form fluxes, from the
N=2 trilinear prepotential F of special geometry [41]:
F(S, T i, U i, C3i , C7a,ii ) = S [ T iU i +
1
2
(C3i )
2 ] +
1
2
∑
a
T i(C7a,ii )
2 . (3.11)
we derive the untwisted sector Ka¨hler potential
− ln
[
(S − S)(T i − T i)(U i − U i) + 1
2
(S − S)(C3i − C
3
i )
2 +
1
2
∑
a
(T i − T i)(C7a,ii − C
7a,i
i )
2
]
(3.12)
describing to the order of CC a part of the second line of (3.10) (in the case without 2–form
fluxes). In addition, from Eq. (3.12) there follows an H–term
Hii = − κ
−2
4
(U i − U i)(T i − T i)
(3.13)
for the D3–brane moduli C3i . For the D7–brane scalars C
7,i
i the following Hii–term is
generated:
Hii = − κ
−2
4
(U i − U i)(S − S)
. (3.14)
However, in the more general case of non–vanishing 2–form fluxes and several stacks ofD7–
branes wrapping different 4–cycles, the Ka¨hler potential has to be given in the form (3.10).
There is no obvious disentangling of moduli field according to the N=2 supersymmetry on
a given D7–brane. Hence in that general case we do not encounter H–terms, i.e. Hii = 0.
3.2. Matter field metrics for 1/4 BPS brane configurations
Let us now come to the Ka¨hler metrics of the twisted sector matter fields C7a7b .
These fields arise from massless open strings stretched between two different stacks a, b of
D7–branes of D7–branes. These bosonic fields, arising from the open string NS–sector,
build chiral multiplets, with their fermionic partners arising from the twisted R–ground
state. Generically, the open strings respect only N=1 supersymmetry due to the different
2–form flux distributions on the D7–branes. In the dual type IIA picture, these open
strings are stretched between two intersecting D6–branes, with angles θjab , j = 1, 2, 3.
The matter field metrics for scalar matter fields arising from those open strings has been
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calculated in Ref. [1]. Essentially, we have to translate these results into the type IIB
picture with non–vanishing 2–form fluxes. For concreteness, let us consider the case of
an open string “stretched” between two D9–branes D9a and D9b with the 2–form fluxes
f ja , f
j
b , j = 1, 2, 3 on their internal world–volume. In that case the matter field metric
takes the following form:
G
C9a9bC
9a9b = κ
−2
4
3∏
j=1
(U j − U j)−θjab
√
Γ(θjab)
Γ(1− θjab)
, θjab 6= 0, 1 . (3.15)
Here the angle θjab, reminiscent from the type IIA description, encodes the two flux com-
ponents on the different stacks a and b of D9–branes:
θjab =
1
π
[
arctan
(
f jb
Im(T j)
)
− arctan
(
f ja
Im(T j)
) ]
. (3.16)
Generically, for two stacks of D7–branes a and b, which wrap different 4–cycles and whose
2–form fluxes fulfill (2.17), there is always a non–vanishing relative “flux” θjab in each plane,
i.e. θjab 6= 0, 1. In other words, these stacks are N=1 supersymmetric. Hence, in that case
Eq. (3.15) directly applies and we obtain
G
C7a7bC
7a7b = κ
−2
4
3∏
j=1
(U j − U j)−θjab
√
Γ(θjab)
Γ(1− θjab)
, (3.17)
with θjab given in (3.16).
However, if θjab = 0, 1 for one complex plane j, the two stacks a and b preserve
N=2 supersymmetry and (3.15) does not directly apply to these cases. This case will be
discussed in the next subsection.
3.3. Matter field metrics for 1/2 BPS brane configurations
In this subsection, we shall derive the metrics for matter fields arising from open strings
stretched between two branes a and b, which preserve N=2 space–time supersymmetry.
This case has not been discussed in [1] and a direct application of the formula (3.15), valid
for the N=1 case, is not obvious10. Generically, these cases arise, if both branes a and b
have vanishing fluxes f j = 0 in one and the same internal complex plane j. In the dual type
IIA picture, this corresponds to the relative angle θjab = 0, 1 in that plane. In particular,
10 Note, that a similar problem arises in the case of one–loop gauge threshold corrections [42].
There, the one–loop correction arising from open string N=1 sectors is not directly related to the
contribution stemming from the N=2 sectors.
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this is true for the metrics G
C37aC
37a . In addition, two D7–branes D7a and D7b without
internal 2–form fluxes, one transversal to the torus T 2,a and the other transversal to the
torus T 2,b, are 1/2 BPS.
In the following, we shall assume for concreteness, that both branes have their van-
ishing 2–form fluxes in the third complex plane, i.e. f3a = 0 = f
3
b . The two open string
coordinates referring to this plane obey either pure Dirichlet or Neumann boundary con-
ditions at both string ends. W.r.t. the other two planes, the branes a and b may carry the
2–form fluxes f ja , f
j
b , j = 1, 2 on their internal world–volume. The latter are assumed to
fulfill the supersymmetry condition (2.17):
f2x
Im(T 2) = −
f1x
Im(T 1) , x = a, b . (3.18)
In the dual type IIA picture, the branes a and b describe two intersecting D6–branes.
Their relative angles θjab = θ
j
b − θja (with tan(πθjx) = f
j
x
Im(T j) , x = a, b) are given by
(3.16), for j = 1, 2. Furthermore, θ3ab = 0. In order, for the two branes to preserve N=2
supersymmetry, these relative angles have to fulfill:
θ1ab + θ
2
ab = 0 mod 1 . (3.19)
Massless open strings stretched between brane a and b give rise to N=2 matter fields
from the twisted sector. In the (−1)–ghost picture, their vertex operator is given by [31]:
V
(−1)
Cθ
(z, k) = λ e−φ(z)
2∏
j=1
sθj (z) σ−θj (z) e
ikνX
ν (z) . (3.20)
The bosonic twist fields σ−θj have conformal dimension
1
2
θj(1−θj) and the spin fields have
dimension 12 (1−θj)2. With this information and after imposing (3.19), it is straightforward
to check, that the operator (3.20) has conformal dimension one. To derive the moduli
dependence of the matter field metric G
CabC
ab , we proceed similarly as in [1], i.e. we
calculate the three–point amplitudes 〈V (−1)Cθ V
(−1)
Cθ
V
(0,0)
Uj
〉 and the four–point amplitudes
〈V (−1)Cθ V
(−1)
Cθ
V
(0,0)
T i
V
(0,0)
T
j 〉 in the dual type IIA picture, i.e. Cθ ≃ Cab. For the case j = 3,
the internal part of the modulus vertex V
(0,0)
Uj
decouples from the twist fields. Essentially,
the amplitude 〈V (−1)Cθ V
(−1)
Cθ
V
(0,0)
Uj
〉 leads to the same contractions as in the case of two
matter fields and one dilaton field, given in [1]. To this end, we find the differential
equation (already translated into the type IIB picture):
∂T 32 GCabCab =
±i
T 3 − T 3
. (3.21)
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The two signs depend on whether Neumann or Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed
on the open string coordinates from the third plane, respectively. Hence (3.21) gives rise
to the following T 3–dependence:
G
CabC
ab ∼ (T 3 − T 3)± 12 . (3.22)
On the other hand, for j = 1, 2, the amplitude 〈V (−1)Cθ V
(−1)
Cθ
V
(0,0)
Uj
〉 yields the same differ-
ential equation as found in [1] for each plane separately. Hence the total dependence on
the Ka¨hler moduli becomes
G
CabC
ab ∼ (T 3 − T 3)± 12
2∏
j=1
√
Γ(θjab)
Γ(1− θjab)
, (3.23)
with the angles given in Eq. (3.16). To determine the complex structure dependence of the
metric G
CabC
ab , we calculate the amplitude 〈V (−1)Cθ V
(−1)
Cθ
V
(0,0)
T i
V
(0,0)
T
j 〉 in the dual type IIA
picture. Clearly, the amplitude is vanishing for i 6= j due to internal charge conservation.
Furthermore, for i = 1, 2, i.e. the T i–moduli are from those two planes, for which θiab 6= 0,
our calculation boils down to the case discussed in [1] and yields
〈V (−1)Cθ V
(−1)
Cθ
V
(0,0)
T i
V
(0,0)
T
i 〉 ∼ st
u
+ s θi + . . . , i = 1, 2 , (3.24)
with the three kinematic invariants s, t and u. The dots stand for higher orders in the
space–time momentum, which are not relevant to us. On the other hand, for i = 3, we
find:
〈V (−1)Cθ V
(−1)
Cθ
V
(0,0)
T i
V
(0,0)
T
i 〉 ∼ st
u
+ . . . , i = 3 . (3.25)
To the order in the momentum, which is displayed on the r.h.s. of both equations (3.24) and
(3.25), both sides have to reproduce the σ–model result G
CabC
ab G
T iT
i
st
u
+s R
CabC
ab
T iT
i .
This information allows us to completely fix the T i–dependence of the matter metric
G
CabC
ab in the T–dual type IIA picture.
Finally, after putting all results together, we obtain the metric of massless matter
fields originating from a 1/2 BPS system of branes in type IIB :
G
CabC
ab = α′−(1±
1
2 ) e−φ4 (T 3 − T 3)± 12
2∏
j=1
(Uj − Uj)−θj
√
Γ(θj)
Γ(1− θj) . (3.26)
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From this expression, we can deduce various special cases11, which are not captured
by the formula (3.15). The latter is valid for 1/4 BPS systems. For a space–time filling
D3–brane and a D7–brane, transversal to the third torus, we get12:
G
C373C
373 = 2
1/2 i−1/2 α′−1/2 e−φ4 (T 3 − T 3)−1/2 1
(U1 − U1)1/2 (U2 − U2)1/2
=
κ−24
(T 1 − T 1)1/2(T 2 − T 2)1/2
1
(U1 − U1)1/2 (U2 − U2)1/2
.
(3.29)
In the case, that on the internal D7–brane world volume non–trivial 2–from fluxes f1, f2
11 Although not relevant to us in this article, for completeness, let us also discuss the special
cases arising in type IIB orientifolds with D9– and D5–branes. First, we consider a D5–brane,
wrapped around the third torus T 2,j and a D9–brane wrapped around the full six–torus T 6. This
system, which is 1/2 BPS, preserves N=2 space–time supersymmetry. W.r.t. the third torus, open
strings have Neumann boundary conditions. On the other hand, in the dual type IIA picture, the
two branes intersect at the angles pi/2 within the other two internal planes, i.e. θjab =
1
2
, j = 1, 2.
After recalling the relation between the moduli fields T j in the string basis vs. field–theory basis,
namely Im(S) = (2pi)−1α′−3/2e−φ4
√
T 12 T 22 T 32 and Im(T j) = (2pi)−1α′1/2e−φ4
√
T
j
2
T k
2
T l
2
, (j, k, l) =
(1, 2, 3) for type IIB orientifolds with D9 and D5–branes, we obtain (with κ−24 =
e−2φ4
piα′
):
G
C953C
953 = 2
−1/2 i−3/2 α′−3/2 e−φ4 (T 3 − T 3)1/2 1
(U1 − U1)1/2 (U2 − U2)1/2
=
κ−24
(T 1 − T 1)1/2(T 2 − T 2)1/2
1
(U1 − U1)1/2 (U2 − U2)1/2
.
(3.27)
Furthermore, for two D5–branes, with one wrapping the torus T 2,1 and the other one wrapping
the torus T 2,2 we have pure Dirichlet boundary conditions w.r.t the open string coordinates from
the third plane. Again, in the dual type IIA picture, the two branes intersect at the angles pi/2
within the other two internal planes, i.e. θjab =
1
2
, j = 1, 2. Hence, from Eq. (3.26) we deduce:
G
C5152C
5152 = 2
1/2 i−1/2 α′−1/2 e−φ4 (T 3 − T 3)−1/2 1
(U1 − U1)1/2 (U2 − U2)1/2
=
κ−24
(S − S)1/2(T 3 − T 3)1/2
1
(U1 − U1)1/2 (U2 − U2)1/2
.
(3.28)
12 We use the translation rules (2.6) to go from the string–basis to the field–theory basis.
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satisfying (3.18) are turned on, we obtain from Eq. (3.26):
G
C373C
373 =
κ−24
(T 1 − T 1)1/2(T 2 − T 2)1/2
2∏
j=1
(U j − U j)−θj
√
Γ(θj)
Γ(1− θj)
=
κ−24
(T 1 − T 1)1/2(T 2 − T 2)1/2
1
(U1 − U1)θ1 (U2 − U2)θ2
(3.30)
The last equation follows from the N=2 supersymmetry condition (3.19), i.e. θ1ab = 1 −
θ2ab mod 1. Finally, the special case of twoD7–branes D71 and D72 without internal 2–form
fluxes, one transversal to the torus T 2,1 and the other transversal to the torus T 2,2, are
1/2 BPS. This corresponds to the case θjab = 1/2 , j = 1, 2 and θ
3
ab = 0, already discussed
in Eq. (3.28) for a system of two D5–branes. The metric of the corresponding open string
matter field becomes:
G
C7172C
7172 = 2
−1/2 i−3/2 α′−1/2 e−φ4 (T 3 − T 3)1/2 1
(U1 − U1)1/2 (U2 − U2)1/2
=
κ−24
(S − S)1/2(T 3 − T 3)1/2
1
(U1 − U1)1/2 (U2 − U2)1/2
.
(3.31)
To conclude, in this subsection we have derived the metric for massless matter fields
originating from open strings stretched between a space–time filling D3–brane and a D7–
brane, transversal to the first torus T 2,1 with the 2–form fluxes f2, f3 on its internal
world–volume:
G
C371C
371 =
κ−24
(T 2 − T 2) 12 (T 3 − T 3) 12
1
(U2 − U2)θ2 (U3 − U3)θ3
(3.32)
for the matter field metric referring to an open string stretched between a D3–brane and
a D7–brane. The latter is located transversal to the first complex plane and carries the
2–form fluxes f2, f3 on its (internal) world–volume. The fluxes, which fulfill (2.17), are
encoded in the angles θj:
θj =
1
π
arctan
(
f j
Im(T j)
)
, j = 2, 3 . (3.33)
3.4. Gauge kinetic function
Finally, the holomorphic gauge kinetic function, which encodes the gauge coupling of
a D7–brane, wrapped around the 4–cycle T 2,k × T 2,l [with wrapping numbers mk, ml and
the supersymmetric 2–form fluxes fk, f l (cf. condition (2.17))] is:
fD7j (S, T
j) = |mkml| (T j − α′−2fkf lS) , (j, k, l) = (1, 2, 3) . (3.34)
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Furthermore, the gauge sector of a space–time filling D3–brane is encoded in the holomor-
phic function:
fD3(S) = S . (3.35)
Note, that the gauge couplings of the D3–brane and the various D7–branes are derived
from the common holomorphic N=2 prepotential
F(S, T i, U i, C3i , C7a,ii ) = S [
3∑
i=1
T iU i +
1
2
(C3i )
2]
+
1
2
∑
a
∑
(j,k,l)
=(1,2,3)
(T j − α′−2fkf lS) (C7a,jj )2
(3.36)
as second derivative w.r.t. to the N=2 untwisted moduli fields C3j , C
7a,j
j describing vec-
tor multiplet scalars, i.e. g−2D7a,j = Im
∂2F
∂(C7a,j
j
)2
and g−2D3 = Im
∂2F
∂(C3
j
)2
. This represents a
generalization of the expression (3.11) including all three complex planes i = 1, 2, 3. This
indicates, that the gauge couplings still obey N=2 supersymmetry, even though the whole
D3/D7–brane configuration is only N=1 supersymmetric. In particular, even in the case
of vanishing 2–form fluxes, the kinetic energy terms of the various bulk and brane moduli
fields presented before, cannot be derived from (3.36).
4. The effective action with 3-form fluxes turned on
4.1. Superpotential, F–terms and scalar potential
We now want to obtain the low energy action with fluxes turned on. First, we will
look at those quantities that can be derived in the bulk. The F -terms can be calculated
from the Ka¨hler potential (3.1) and the superpotential (2.32), they only feel the bulk:
F
I
= eκ
2
4K̂/2 K̂IJ (∂JŴ + κ
2
4 Ŵ ∂JK̂) , (4.1)
where the I, J are taken to run over the dilaton S, the complex structure moduli U i and
the Ka¨hler moduli T i. With this, we can now calculate the scalar potential:
V̂ = K̂IJ F
IF
J − 3 eκ24K̂ κ24 |Ŵ |2 . (4.2)
With what we learned in section 2, it is now easy to write down the superpotential explicitly
for our case of T 2 × T 2 × T 2:
1
λ
Ŵ = (a0 − Sc0)U1U2U3 − {(a1 − Sc1)U2U3 + (a2 − Sc2)U1U3 + (a3 − Sc3)U1U2}
−
3∑
i=1
(bi − Sdi)U i − (b0 − Sd0).
(4.3)
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The explicit expressions for the F -terms are the following:
F
S
= (S − S)1/2
3∏
i=1
(T i − T i)−1/2
3∏
i=1
(U i − U i)−1/2κ24
λ
(2π)2α′
∫
G3 ∧ Ω
= λκ24(S − S)1/2
3∏
i=1
(T i − T i)−1/2
3∏
i=1
(U i − U i)−1/2 × {(a0 − Sc0)U1U2U3−
− [(a1 − Sc1)U2U3 + (a2 − Sc2)U1U3 + (a3 − Sc3)U1U2]
−
3∑
i=1
(bi − Sdi)U i − (b0 − Sd0)} ,
F
T
i
= (S − S)−1/2(T i − T i)1/2(T j − T j)−1/2(T k − T k)−1/2
3∏
i=1
(U i − U i)−1/2κ24 Ŵ
= λκ24(S − S)−1/2(T i − T
i
)1/2(T j − T j)−1/2(T k − T k)−1/2
3∏
i=1
(U i − U i)−1/2×
× {(a0 − Sc0)U1U2U3 − [(a1 − Sc1)U2U3 + (a2 − Sc2)U1U3 + (a3 − Sc3)U1U2]
−
3∑
i=1
(bi − Sdi)U i − (b0 − Sd0)} ,
F
U
i
= (S − S)−1/2(U i − U i)1/2(U j − U j)−1/2(Uk − Uk)−1/2
3∏
l=1
(T l − T l)−1/2×
× κ24
λ
(2π)2α′
∫
G3 ∧ ωAi , i 6= j 6= k , e.g. :
F
U
1
= λκ24(S − S)−1/2(U i − U
i
)1/2(U j − U j)−1/2(Uk − Uk)−1/2
3∏
l=1
(T l − T l)−1/2×
× {((a0 − Sc0)U1U2U3 − [(a1 − Sc1)U2U3 + (a2 − Sc2)U1U3 + (a3 − Sc3)U1U2]
− [(b1 − Sd1)U1 + (b2 − Sd2)U2 + (b3 − Sd3)U3]− (b0 − Sd0)} .
(4.4)
By looking at the F -terms, we see immediately that we only have a non-zero FS if G3 has
a (3, 0)-component. For FT
i
to be non-zero, G3 has to have a non-zero (0, 3)-component.
For the FU
i
to be non-zero, G3 must have a (1, 2)-component.
Now we are able to compute the expression for the scalar potential (4.2). The part
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coming from the T -moduli cancels with −3eK̂κ24κ24|Ŵ |2, so we are left with
V̂ = ∂S∂SK̂F
SF
S
+
3∑
i=1
∂Ui∂UiK̂F
UiF
Ui
=
λ2κ24
(2π)4α′2
(
|S − S|
3∏
i=1
|T i − T i|
3∏
i=1
|U i − U i|
)−1(
|
∫
G3 ∧ Ω|2 +
3∑
i=1
|
∫
G3 ∧ ωAi |2
)
.
(4.5)
We can see immediately that V̂ is zero unless G3 has a (3, 0)- or a (1, 2)-part, i.e. is IASD.
We also see immediately, that for IASD-fluxes, V̂ is strictly positive. When we express
this through the complex coefficients, this formula looks even nicer:
V̂ = λ2κ24
3∏
i=1
|U i − U i|
|S − S|
3∏
i=1
|T i − T i|
3∑
j=0
|Bj|2. (4.6)
This ties in neatly with our observation from section 2: Let us examine eq. (2.29) :
Expressed with our complex coefficients, we find∫
G3 ∧ ⋆6G3 ∝ 2
3∑
i=0
|Bi|2 + (
3∑
i=0
|Ai|2 −
3∑
i=0
|Bi|2) , (4.7)
where the second term is obviously proportional to Nflux, whereas the first part corresponds
to Vflux, which is the contribution to the scalar potential coming from the F -terms, which
is exactly, what we have calculated above.
The gravitino mass is given by
m3/2 = e
κ24K̂/2κ24 Ŵ = λκ
2
4 (S − S)−1/2
3∏
i=1
(T i − T i)−1/2
3∏
i=1
(U i − U i)−1/2×
× {(a0 − Sc0)U1U2U3 − [(a1 − Sc1) U2U3 + (a2 − Sc2) U1U3 + (a3 − Sc3) U1U2]
−
3∑
i=1
(bi − Sdi) U i − (b0 − Sd0)} .
(4.8)
4.2. Soft SUSY breaking terms
The effective low energy supergravity potential in the standard limit with MPl →∞
with m3/2 fixed is for N = 1 supersymmetry [18,19]:
V eff =
1
2
D2 +GCICI |∂IW (eff)|2 + m2II,softCICI +
1
3
AIJKCICJCK + h.c. , (4.9)
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with
D = −gIκ24 GCICICICI ,
W (eff) =
1
3
eκ
2
4 K̂/2YIJK CICJCK .
(4.10)
The CI are taken to run over the C
3
i , C
7a,j
i , C
37,a, C7a7b, where i = 1, 2, 3, a and b run over
the stacks of branes, and j runs over the torus not being wrapped. Furthermore, gI is the
gauge coupling, which is related to the gauge kinetic function fI(M) by g
−2
I = Im(fI(M)).
The respective gauge kinetic functions are given in (3.34), (3.35).
The diagonal structure of our metrics already results in some simplifications, for ex-
ample the purely diagonal structure of the scalar mass matrix. The fact that we have
Hij = 0 results in even more drastic simplifications: In our case, no B-term BIJCICJ
appears in the effective scalar potential, and also no µ-term 12µIJCICJ is generated in
W (eff).
The soft supersymmetry breaking terms are
m2
II,soft
= κ24 [ (|m3/2|2 + κ24 V̂ )GCICI − F ρF
σ
RρσII ],
AIJK = F
ρDρ (e
κ24K̂/2YIJK),
(4.11)
where the Greek indices are running over S, T i, U i and
RρσII =
∂4K
∂CI∂CI∂Mρ∂Mσ
− ∂
3K
∂CI∂Mρ∂CK
GC
K
CK ∂
3K
∂CI∂Mσ∂CK
,
Dρ(e
κ24 K̂/2YIJK) = ∂ρ(e
κ24K̂/2YIJK) +
1
2
κ24K̂ρ (e
κ24K̂/2YIJK)
− eκ24K̂/2GCICI∂ρGCI(CIYJK)I .
(4.12)
The gaugino mass is
mgI = F
ρ ∂ρ log(ImfI), (4.13)
fI(M) being the gauge kinetic function.
Explicit calculation of the terms:
We first look at W (eff). We find
W (eff) =
1
3
[(S − S)
3∏
i=1
(T i − T i)
3∏
i=1
(U i − U i)]−1/2 YIJK CICJCK . (4.14)
From eq. (3.3), we know that YIJK = ǫIJK in the case of the untwisted matter fields
C3i , C
7,a
i and the combination
∑
a C
7a,17a,2C7a,27a,3C7a,37a,1 .
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Before we can calculate the expressions for the scalar masses mII,soft, we must first
find the explicit expressions for the curvature tensor. This is done in Appendix B. We get
(m33
ii
)2 = κ24
[
(|m3/2|2 + κ24V̂ ) GC3
i
C
3
i
− |FUi |2R3
UiU
i
ii
− |FT i |2R3
T iT
i
ii
]
,
(m7,j
ii
)2 = κ24
(|m3/2|2 + κ24V̂ ) GC7,j
i
C
7,j
i
−
∑
M,N
FMF
N
R7,j
MNii
 ,
(m37a)2 = κ24
(|m3/2|2 + κ24V̂ ) GC37aC37a − ∑
M,N
FMF
N
R37a
MN
 ,
(m7a7b)2 = κ24
(|m3/2|2 + κ24V̂ ) GC7a7bC7a7b − ∑
M,N
FMF
N
R7a7b
MN
 ,
(4.15)
where M, N run over S, T i, U i. The trilinear coupling is
AIJK = i
∏
M
(M −M)−1 λκ
2
4
(2π)2α′
{
YIJK
∫
G3 ∧ Ω+ 3 YIJK
∫
G3 ∧ Ω
+
∑
i
∫
G3 ∧ ωAi [YIJK − (U i − U
i
) ∂UiYIJK ]
}
− i
∏
M
(M −M)−1/2 F ρ GCICI ∂ρGCI(CIYJK)I .
(4.16)
The term −∑i ∫ G3 ∧ ωAi(U i − U i)∂UiYIJK appears, because general YIJK may depend
on the complex structure moduli.
Note the case where the I, J, K refer to the 3-brane matter fields C3i : Then the last
term cancels the terms 3
∫
G3 ∧ Ω and
∑
i
∫
G3 ∧ ωAi , and we are left with
AIJK = i ǫIJK
∏
M
(M −M)−1 λκ
2
4
(2π)2α′
∫
G3 ∧ Ω,
i.e. we only get a trilinear coupling from the (3, 0)-flux, which agrees with the results of
[20,21]. This is not true for the other matter fields, as their metrics have a more complicated
dependence on the moduli.
The gauge couplings have been given in Eq. (3.34) and (3.35). Through them, we
obtain the gaugino masses:
mg,D7j = F
S −α′−2fkf l
(T j − T j)− α′−2fkf l(S − S)
+ FT
j 1
(T j − T j)− α′−2fkf l(S − S)
,
mg,D3 = F
S 1
(S − S) = −i
∏
M
(M −M)−1/2 λκ
2
4
(2π)2α′
∫
G3 ∧ Ω,
(4.17)
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with k 6= l 6= j, j being the torus not wrapped by the 7-brane.
We shall now examine the soft terms for the different flux components turned on
separately. When examining the effective potential, we find that the D-term and W (eff)
do not depend on the 3-form fluxes.
(i) (2, 1)−flux
The (2, 1)-flux fulfills the ISD condition ⋆6G3 = iG3 w.r.t. the Hodge operation
in the internal (compact) six–dimensional compactification manifold X6. For this flux
component, the superpotential, the scalar potential in the bulk and all the F -terms are
zero, as well as the gravitino mass m3/2, the soft terms and the gaugino mass mg. This is
no surprise as we know the (2, 1)-component to preserve supersymmetry.
(ii) (0, 3)-flux
The (0, 3)-flux is imaginary self-dual as well. It is the only flux component with
Ŵ 6= 0. This leads to non-zero FT i and non-zero gravitino mass m3/2 = eκ24 K̂/2κ24 Ŵ .
The scalar potential in the bulk vanishes, therefore
(m33
ii
)2 = κ24
(
|m3/2|2GC3
i
C
3
i
− |FT i |2R3
T iT
i
ii
)
,
(m7,j
ii
)2 = κ24
|m3/2|2GC7,j
i
C
7,j
i
−
∑
k,l
FT
k
F
T
l
R7,j
TkT
l
ii
 ,
(m37a)2 = κ24
|m3/2|2GC37aC37a −∑
k,l
FT
k
F
T
l
R37a
TkT
l
 ,
(m7a7b)2 = κ24
|m3/2|2GC7a7bC7a7b −∑
k,l
FT
k
F
T
l
R7a7b
TkT
l
 ,
(4.18)
The scalar mass term for the 3-brane deserves our special attention. After inspection of
our findings of appendix B, we find that |FT i |2R3
T iT
i
ii
= |m3/2|2GC3
i
C
3
i
, therefore
(m33
ii
)2 = 0.
The same would be true for the scalars on the 7-branes without 2-form fluxes. Turning
on 2-form flux destroys the simple structure of the curvature tensors and thus generates
scalar mass terms.
The trilinear coupling becomes
AIJK = 3i YIJK
∏
M
(M −M)−1 λκ
2
4
(2π)2α′
∫
G3 ∧ Ω
− i
∏
M
(M −M)−1/2
3∑
i=1
FT
i
GCICI∂T iGCI(CIYJK)I .
(4.19)
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For I, J, K referring to C3i , the trilinear coupling is zero. The gaugino masses are
mg,D7,j =
FT
j
(T j − T j)− α′2fkf l(S − S)
.
To have an explicit example, we will substitute our solution for the (0, 3)-flux (2.46) for
U1 = U2 = U3 = S = i into the above formulas. The superpotential is Ŵ = 8λ(d3 − id0).
The F -terms become
FT
i
= −2λ κ24 (d3 + id0)(T i − T
i
)1/2(T j − T j)−1/2(T k − T k)−1/2, i 6= j 6= k.
The gravitino mass is
|m3/2|2 = 4λ2 κ44
∏
i
|T i − T i|−1(d23 + d20).
The gaugino masses are
mg,D7,j = −2λ κ24 (d3 + id0)
(T j − T j)1/2(T k − T k)−1/2(T l − T l)−1/2
(T j − T j)− 2iα′2fkf l
.
(iii) (1, 2)-flux
Here, only FU
i 6= 0. The gravitino mass m3/2 vanishes again and mg = 0. For the
remaining terms, we find
V̂ = −κ−24
3∑
i=1
1
(U i − U i)2
|FUi |2,
(m33
ii
)2 = κ24
[
κ24V̂ GC3
i
C
3
i
− |FUi |2R3
UiU
i
ii
]
,
(m7,j
ii
)2 = κ24 [κ
2
4V̂ GC7,j
i
C
7,j
i
−
∑
k,l
FU
k
F
U
l
R7,j
UkU
l
ii
],
(m37a)2 = κ24 [κ
2
4V̂ GC37aC37a −
∑
k,l
FU
k
F
U
l
R37a
UkU
l ],
(m7a7b)2 = κ24 [κ
2
4V̂ GC7a7bC7a7b −
∑
k,l
FU
k
F
U
l
R7a7b
UkU
l ],
AIJK = i
∏
M
(M −M)−1 κ
2
4λ
(2π)2α′
∑
i
∫
G3 ∧ ωAi(YIJK − (U i − U
i
)∂UiYIJK)
− i
∏
M
(M −M)−1/2
3∑
i=1
FU
i
GCICI∂UiGCI(CIYJK)I ,
(4.20)
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which is again zero for the case of I, J, K referring to C3i . We will now substitute our
solution (2.48) as an example. Here, we have
1
(2π)2α′
∫
G3 ∧ ωA1 = −4 (d2 + d3 + ib2 + ib3),
1
(2π)2α′
∫
G3 ∧ ωA2 = 4 (−d1 − d3 + ib2 + id0),
1
(2π)2α′
∫
G3 ∧ ωA3 = 4 (−d1 − d2 + ib3 + id0).
(4.21)
For the F -terms, we get the following expressions:
FU
1
= 2iλκ24
∏
(T i − T i)−1/2(−d2 − d3 + ib2 + ib3),
FU
2
= −2iλκ24
∏
(T i − T i)−1/2(d1 + d2 + ib2 + id0),
FU
3
= −2iλκ24
∏
(T i − T i)−1/2(d1 + d2 + ib3 + id0).
(4.22)
So together with what we learned from eq. (4.6), V̂ is
V̂ = 4λ2κ24
∏
i
|T i − T i|−1
∑
|Bi|2.
(iv) (3, 0)-flux
In this case, the only non-vanishing F -term is FS , this corresponds to the “dilaton
domination” SUSY breaking. The scalar potential in the bulk is
V̂ = − κ
−2
4
(S − S)2 |F
S |2.
The gravitino mass m3/2 is zero,
(m33
ii
)2 = κ44V̂ GC3
i
C
3
i
,
(m7,j
ii
)2 = κ24 [κ
2
4V̂ GC7,j
i
C
7,j
i
− |FS |2R7,j
SSii
],
(m37a)2 = κ24 [κ
2
4V̂ GC37aC37a − |FS|2R37aSS ],
(m7a7b)2 = κ24 [κ
2
4V̂ GC7a7bC7a7b − |FS |2R7a7bSS ],
AIJK = i YIJK
∏
M
(M −M)−1 κ
2
4λ
(2π)2α′
∫
G3 ∧ Ω
− i
∏
M
(M −M)−1/2FSGCICI∂SGCI(CIYJK)I ,
mg,D7,j = F
S −α′2fkf l
(T j − T j)− α′2fkf l(S − S)
,
mg,D3 = F
S 1
(S − S) = −i
∏
M
(M −M)−1/2 λκ
2
4
(2π)2α′
∫
G3 ∧ Ω.
(4.23)
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We will now substitute our solution (2.51) as an example. Here, we have 1(2pi)2α′
∫
G3∧Ω =
8(d3 − id0). With this, FS becomes
FS = 4iλκ24 (d3 + id0)
∏
i
(T i − T i)−1/2.
So V̂ is
V̂ = 4λ2κ24 (d
2
3 + d
2
0)
∏
i
|T i − T i|−1,
and finally,
mg,D7j = 4iλκ
2
4 (d3 + id0)
∏
i
(T i − T i)−1/2 −α
′2fkf l
(T j − T j)− 2iα′2fkf l
,
mg,D3 = 2λκ
2
4 (d3 + id0)
∏
i
(T i − T i)−1/2.
(4.24)
5. F–theory description
The description so far is valid as long as we are in the regime of small string coupling
constant gs ∼ e1/2φ10 and string tension α′ ∼ M−2string (or large radius limit). As we have
seen, flux–quantization usually fixes the dilaton at finite values gs ∼ 1. Let us emphasize,
that in the orientifold construction introduced in section 2, the localized tadpoles of both
the O3– and O7–planes are cancelled in a non–local way. This quite generically produces
a non–constant dilaton. This means, that the supergravity equations of motion lead to
a dependence of the dilaton τ over the internal compact manifold. The natural setup
to describe compactifications with a dilaton varying over the compactification manifold
is F–theory compacified on elliptically fibered fourfolds. In this section, we shall lift our
type IIB orientfold construction to F–theory. This allows a more thorough discussion
of the supersymmetry breaking effects discussed before. Moreover, it provides the non–
perturbative formulation of the type IIB orientfold constructions with background fluxes.
We shall discuss F–theory compactified on a fourfold X8 [43,44]. The latter is an
elliptic fibration over a threefold base X6, to be specified later. This compactification gives
rise to N=1 supersymmetry in D = 4 and the low–energy properties are determined by the
fourfold, the D3– and D7–brane configurations. The complex structure modulus of the
fiber, being a non–trivial function on the base coordinates, represents the complex coupling
constant. The fluxes G3 ∈ H3(X6,Z) of the type IIB superstring become elements of the
integer cohomology G4 ∈ H4(X8,Z) of the manifold X8. In F–theory compactified on the
fourfold X8 with background fluxes G4, the tadpole condition (2.28) becomes [35]:
ND3 =
1
24
χ(X8)− 1
8π2
∫
X8
G4 ∧G4 −
ND7∑
a=1
∫
Ca;4
F ∧ F . (5.1)
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We have ND7 D7–branes wrapped around 4–cycles of the base manifold X6. The last
term accounts for the total number of instantons inside the D7–branes, which arise from
background gauge bundles on the compact part of the D7–brane world–volume. The latter
break the gauge group down from the maximal one, dictated by the singularity of the
elliptic fibration. W.r.t. the base manifold X6, the singularity is a complex codimension
2 locus, around which the D7–brane is wrapped. The term proportional to the Euler
number χ(X8) of the fourfold X8 accounts for the total induced D3–brane charge coming
from wrapping the D7–branes over 4–cycles of the base X6 [45]. The Euler number χ(X8)
of the fourfold X8 is given by:
χ(X8) =
∫
X8
I8(R) , I8(R) =
1
192
[
trR4 − 1
4
(trR2)2
]
. (5.2)
The F–theory lift of the superpotential (2.32) becomes [23]:
Ŵ =
∫
X8
Ω4 ∧G4 . (5.3)
In the following, we shall consider the fourfold
X8 =
T 6/Γ× T 2
Z2
, (5.4)
with Γ = Z2 × Z2 being the group (2.2) introduced in section 2. A third Z2 generator
accounts for the elliptic fibration over our three–fold base X6 = T
6/Γ, discussed in the
previous sections. More concretely, we have the three Z2–actions
θ1 : (z
1, z2, z3, z4) −→ (−z1,−z2, z3, z4) ,
θ2 : (z
1, z2, z3, z4) −→ (z1,−z2,−z3, z4) ,
θ3 : (z
1, z2, z3, z4) −→ (z1, z2,−z3,−z4)
(5.5)
acting on the four internal complex coordinates zi , i = 1, 2, 3, 4. The two generators θ1
and θ2 are the generators (2.2). The third generator θ3 reflects both the coordinates z
3
and z4. The latter is the complex coordinate of the elliptic fiber T 2.
Let us briefly discuss the orientifold limit of this F–theory compactification, i.e. how
our previously studied Ω(−1)FLI6–orientifold of T 6/Z2 × Z2 arises. Reflecting the fiber
coordinate z4 → −z4 corresponds to the monodromy element −12 ∈ SL(2,Z), chang-
ing the sign of the two 2–form fields B2 and C2. However, it leaves all other massless
fields invariant. It represents a perturbative symmetry equivalent to the orientifold ac-
tion Ω(−1)FL [46]. Hence, the generator θ3 corresponds to the orientifold group element
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θ3 ≡ Ω(−1)FLI32 , discussed in section 2. Furthermore, we have the following identifica-
tions: θ2θ3 ≡ Ω(−1)FLI22 , θ1θ2θ3 ≡ Ω(−1)FLI12 and θ1θ3 ≡ Ω(−1)FLI6. The positions of
the D7–branes and O7–planes on the base X6 are given by the zeros of the discriminant
of the elliptic fiber in an appropriate constant coupling limit.
The manifold (T 2)4/Z32 belongs to the family of Borcea fourfolds. The latter are
singular Calabi–Yau fourfolds with SU(4) holonomy, defined by the quotient (K3×K3)/Z2.
Here, the Z2 acts as an involution, described by (r1, a1, δ1) on the first K3, and as an
involution, described by (r2, a2, δ2) on the second K3. It reverses the sign of the (2, 0)–
forms of each K3, but leaves the (4, 0)–form of the fourfold X8 invariant. Their Euler
numbers are given by χ = 288+6 (r1−10)(r2−10). The fourfold (5.4) under consideration
corresponds13 to the case14, with r1 = r2 = 18, a1 = a2 = 4, and δ1 = δ2 = 0. Hence for
the manifold (5.4) we have:
χ(X8) = 672 . (5.6)
With this information, the tadpole condition (5.1) becomes:
ND3 = 28− 1
8π2
∫
X8
G4 ∧G4 −
ND7∑
a=1
∫
Ca;4
F ∧ F . (5.7)
Without 4–form fluxes, i.e. G4 = 0, this equation reduces to:
ND3 = 28−
ND7∑
a=1
∫
Ca;4
F ∧ F . (5.8)
This equation essentially describes the tadpole condition (2.12) of the type IIB orientifold
discussed in the previous sections. Without instanton bundles on the D7–branes we would
conclude, that 28 D3–branes are necessary to cancel the Ramond 4–form charge. However,
some care is necessary for the interpretation of Eq. (5.8) [47]: 24 of the 28 D3–branes are
dissolved into instantons on the 96 D7–branes, leaving us with 4 D3–branes. The latter
are placed on the orientifold O3–planes and each D3–brane appears in an orbit of 8 due
to the group elements θ1, θ2 and Ω. Hence effectively, we have 4 × 8 = 32 D3–branes in
agreement with the model presented after Eq. (2.21).
13 Other choices would correspond to type IIB orientifolds with discrete torsion.
14 Note, that the orbifold X6 = T
6/(Z2×Z2) itself corresponds to an elliptic fibration of Voison-
Borcea type (K3 × T 2)/Z2, with the Z2–action decribed by the element θ2. The latter reverses
the sign of the (1, 0)–form of the T 2 and the sign of the (2, 0)–form of the K3. The numbers
(r2, a2, δ2) = (18, 4, 0) encode the CY data h(1,1)(X6) = 51 and h(2,1)(X6) = 3, provided the K3
is realized as T 4/Z2 orbifold limit.
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A general 4–flux G4 on X8 may be expressed as the sum G4 = G(4,0)+G(3,1)+G(2,2)+
G(1,3)+G(0,4), written as a linear combination of elements of H
(p,q)(X8,C), with p+q = 4.
Since h(4,0)(X8) = h(0,4)(X8) = 1, we have the components:
dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3 ∧ dz4 , dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3 ∧ dz4 . (5.9)
Besides, due to h(3,1)(X8) = 4, we have the (3, 1)–components:
dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3 ∧ dz4 , dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3 ∧ dz4
dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3 ∧ dz4 , dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3 ∧ dz4 . (5.10)
Similarily, for the (1, 3)–components, with h(1,3)(X8) = 4. Finally, due to h(2,2)(X8) = 460,
we have many (2, 2) components from the untwisted and twisted sector. The untwisted
sector gives rise to the six (2, 2)–components:
dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3 ∧ dz4 , dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3 ∧ dz4 , dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3 ∧ dz4
dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3 ∧ dz4 , dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3 ∧ dz4 , dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3 ∧ dz4 . (5.11)
In the following, we shall not discuss the remaining 454 (2, 2)–forms corresponding to flux
components from the twisted sector. It is assumed that their quantization rules freeze
the blowing up moduli of the orbifold (5.4). All the fluxes G(p,q), displayed above, are
invariant under the orbifold group (5.5). In addition, they are primitive15, i.e. they fulfill
J5−p−q ∧ G(p,q) = 0, with the Ka¨hler form J on X8: J = i
4∑
i=1
T i2 dzi ∧ dzi. Here, T 42 is
the Ka¨hler modulus of the fiber torus. Due to ⋆F(p,4−p) = (−1)p F(p,4−p), which holds for
primitive flux components [23], the fluxes (5.10) are anti–selfdual. The remaining fluxes
(5.9) and (5.11) are self–dual. In the case of unbroken supersymmetry, the 4–form fluxes
G4 have to be self–dual elements G(2,2) [48], leading to a vanishing superpotential (5.3). On
the other hand, the components G(4,0) and G(0,4) break supersymmetry with a vanishing
scalar potential. Only anti–selfdual components of G4, i.e. G(3,1) and G(1,3), lead to a
non–vanishing scalar potential [23,49]. To this end, in our case, a non–vanishing scalar
potential arises only from non–vanishing components G(3,1) and G(1,3).
The supersymmetry preserving (2, 1)–form fluxes G3, found in subsection 2.2 for our
type IIB orientifold compactification on X6, may be directly lifted to self–dual (2, 2)–form
fluxes G4 of F–theory. Lorentz–invariance in D = 4 demands, that one component of the
four–flux G4 refers to the elliptic fiber. The other three components refer to the base
manifold X6 [35]. Another argument is, that a self–dual integer 4–form flux may describe
15 At any rate, on a fourfold, all components are primitive, except G(2,2). The latter may have
primitive components being self–dual and non–primitive ones being anti–selfdual.
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an F–theory limit only if it has one of its components w.r.t. the fiber [23]. Hence for that
case, the 4–form flux may be written in the SL(2,Z)S–invariant combination:
G4 =
2π
(S − S) ( G3 ∧ dz
4 −G3 ∧ dz4 ) . (5.12)
This form of the 4–flux is at least appropriate in a local trivialization of the elliptic fibration
[12].
In the following, let us make contact to our findings from subsection 2.3. When we
insert dz4 = dx4 + Sdy4 into the above equation, we find
G4 = −2π [ F3 ∧ dy4 −H3 ∧ dx4 ] . (5.13)
We now want to express G4 through the language of section 2.3. To do so, we first define
our basis for the 4-form flux:
α˜0 = α0 ∧ dx4, α˜i = αi ∧ dy4, i = 1, . . . , 3,
γ˜0 = β0 ∧ dy4, γ˜i = βi ∧ dx4, i = 1, . . . , 3,
β˜0 = α0 ∧ dy4, β˜i = αi ∧ dx4, i = 1, . . . , 3
δ˜0 = β0 ∧ dx4, δ˜i = βi ∧ dy4 i = 1, . . . , 3,
(5.14)
where the α, γ correspond to ISD fluxes and the β, δ to IASD fluxes. Expressed in this
basis, our lifted 3-form flux becomes
−1
(2π)3α′
G4 = c
0α˜0 +
3∑
i=1
aiα˜i +
3∑
i=1
diγ˜
i + b0iγ˜
0
+ a0β˜0 +
3∑
i=1
ciβ˜i +
3∑
i=1
biδ˜
i + d0δ˜
0,
(5.15)
with the a, b, c, d the coefficients of our original 3-form flux. Now we want to do the
same in complex notation. We define the following complex basis:
ω˜A0 = ωB0 ∧ dz4, ω˜Ai = ωBi ∧ dz4,
ω˜B0 = ωB0 ∧ dz¯4, ω˜Bi = ωAi ∧ dz4,
ω˜C0 = ωA0 ∧ dz¯4, ω˜Ci = ωAi ∧ dz¯4,
ω˜D0 = ωA0 ∧ dz4, ω˜Di = ωBi ∧ dz¯4,
(5.16)
where the ωA, ωC correspond to the ISD fluxes and the ωB, ωD correspond to the IASD
fluxes, and ω˜A = ω˜C , ω˜B = ω˜D. Expressed through the α˜, β˜, γ˜, δ˜ and the U
i and S,
ω˜A0 for example has the following form:
ω˜A0 = α˜0 + Sβ˜0 +
3∑
i=1
U
i
(β˜i + Sα˜i)−
∑
i6=j 6=k
U
j
U
k
(γ˜i + Sδ˜i) +U
1
U
2
U
3
(δ˜0 + Sγ˜0). (5.17)
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The form of the other ω can be easily deduced from the above and (2.36). This basis fulfills
∫
ωAi ∧ ωCi = −
∫
ωBi ∧ ωDi = −
3∏
j=1
(U j − U j)(S − S), i = 0, . . . , 3 (5.18)
while all other combinations of the basis elements are zero. Expressed through this complex
basis, our 4-form flux (5.12) has the following form:
(S − S)
(2π)3α′
G4 = A
0ω˜C0 +
3∑
i=1
Aiω˜Ci +B
0ω˜B0 +
3∑
i=1
Biω˜Di
− A0ω˜A0 −
3∑
i=1
A
i
ω˜Ai −B0ω˜D0 −
3∑
i=1
B
i
ω˜Bi ,
(5.19)
where again the Ai, Bi are the complex coefficients of our original 3-form flux. With this,
we find:
Nflux = − 1
8π2
∫
G4 ∧G4 = −
3∏
i=1
(U i − U i)
(S − S)
(
3∑
i=0
|Ai|2 −
3∑
i=0
|Bi|2
)
, (5.20)
which agrees with Nflux from Eq. (2.39). The anomaly equation (5.7) becomes:
ND3 = 28 +Nflux −
ND7∑
a=1
∫
Ca;4
F ∧ F . (5.21)
So far, we have described the F–theory lift of our type IIB orientifold construction
with 3–form fluxes. Generically, F–theory compactified on Calabi–Yau fourfolds with G4–
fluxes leads to a warped metric. See Refs. [23,35,50,51,52] for an account on this subject.
The next step would be to work out the differential equation for the warp factor following
from the equations of motion for the 4–form field C4. Furthermore, from the equation of
motion for the internal metric and dilaton field, a system of differential equations follows
for the (non–constant) dilaton field. We reserve this for future work.
6. Concluding remarks
In this article, we have determined the D = 4, N = 1 tree–level action for a class of
type IIB orientifold models with D3– and D7–branes up to second order in the matter
fields. These models are based on toroidal orbifold/orientifold compactifications of type
IIB. The action, summarized in the three functions K,W and f , depends on both closed
and open string moduli fields. Generically, the closed string moduli fields describe the
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geometry of the underlying type IIB compactification and the open string moduli account
for moduli fields originating from the D–branes like matter fields, Wilson lines and the D–
brane positions. We have calculated the Ka¨hler metrics of these moduli fields extending the
results of Ref. [1]. In particular, in subsection 3.3. the metric for matter fields originating
from a 1/2 BPS system of two D–branes is elaborated upon. We have allowed for both
non–vanishing RR and NSNS 3–form fluxes in the bulk and 2–form fluxes (instantons)
on the D7–brane world–volume. While the former allow for fixing the dilaton and complex
structure moduli due to their internal flux quantization conditions, non–vanishing 2–form
fluxes give rise to a D–term potential fixing a part of the Ka¨hler moduli. The Ka¨hler
potential K and the gauge kinetic function f only depend non–trivially on the 2–form
fluxes (cf. Eqs. (3.10) and (3.34)). On the other hand, as it is well–known, the 3–form fluxes
enter the holomorphic superpotentialW (cf. (2.32)). The latter depends on the dilaton and
complex structure moduli only. A fact, which is at least true in the no–scale case. However,
since the calculation of the scalar potential and possible soft–supersymmetry breaking
terms involves both the Ka¨hler potential, gauge kinetic function and the superpotential,
those terms depend non–trivially both on 2– and 3–form fluxes (cf. Eqs. (4.15) and (4.16)).
Generically, most of the discussions on superstring vacua with background fluxes is
at the level of the lowest order expansion in the string coupling gs and string tension
α′ of the underlying superstring effective action. Hence the stabilization of some moduli
takes place at string tree–level. In contrast, one should mention, that there exist purely
stringy constructions like M–theory U–duality orbifolds with a large number of moduli
frozen by the orbifold group and with very few moduli left unfixed [53]. In type IIB, the
superpotential is exact to all orders in α′ as it only depends on the dilaton and complex
structure moduli and does not receive world–sheet instanton corrections. However, through
α′–corrections to the Ka¨hler potential, eventually also the F–terms and the scalar potential
receive corrections. Hence, in general, these effects have to be taken into account and
it is certainly desirable to go beyond the lowest order approximation. Already if one
includes one–loop effects into the Ka¨hler potential, the no–scale structure is generically
lost [54]. In addition, the no–go theorem of supergravity, that only a certain class of fluxes
(namely ISD–fluxes) lead to a consistent supergravity solution may be disproved by some
additional stringy effects. Hence the study of effects, which go beyond the supergravity
approximation, is very important.
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Appendix A. Fluxes in the presence of D3 and D7–branes
One way one can think of turning on flux on a Dp-brane is via the generalized Scherk-
Schwarz Ansatz:
Bmn = Hmnpx
p. (A.1)
p may run only over the coordinates transversal to the brane, so in the case of a D7-brane,
which fills the directions x0, . . . , x7 (wrapping the tori T
2
1 × T 22 ), we have
B7mn = Hmn8x
8 +Hmn9x
9. (A.2)
As Hijk must always have one index equal to either 8 or 9, not all of the 20 possible
components are allowed in our case. Not allowed are the fluxes
dx1 ∧ dy1 ∧ dx2 dx1 ∧ dy1 ∧ dy2
dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dy2 dy1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dy2. (A.3)
Expressed in complex notation, this would correspond to the fluxesH112, H122, H112, H212.
For D7-branes wrapping the tori T 21 ×T 23 or T 22 ×T 23 , we find similar results. Having a
setup of three stacks of D7 branes, one stack not wrapping T 23 , one not wrapping T
2
2 , and
one not wrapping T 21 , we lose 12 of the twenty flux components and are left with fluxes,
which have one index on each of the tori.
Appendix B. Components of the curvature tensor
We will first derive the components coming from the metric for the matter fields on the
3-branes. Due to the diagonal structure of the metric, many components of the curvature
tensor are zero. We are thus left only with the following non-zero components:
R3
T iT
i
ii
=
−1
(T i − T i)2
G
C3
i
C
3
i
,
R3
UiU
i
ii
=
−1
(U i − U i)2
G
C3
i
C
3
i
.
(B.1)
Now we will examine the components coming from the metric for matter fields on the stack
of 7-branes not wrapping the j’th torus. If we assume the 2-form flux to be zero, we arrive
at the same component structure as for the 3-brane. Turning on the 2-form flux makes life
a lot harder, as the f˜ i = f
i
ImT i
depend on all of the T i and on S. Only few components
are zero now. The only one that retains the simple structure from above is
R7,j
UiUiii
=
−1
(U i − U i)2
G
C7,j
i
C
7,j
i
. (B.2)
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For the other components, we need to know the ∂M (ImT j), where M runs over S, T i.
They can be obtained by taking the total derivative of the imaginary part of equations
(2.6) and (2.7) and inverting the partial derivatives. We find
∂(ImT j)
∂S
=
−i
4
ImT j
ImS
,
∂(ImT j)
∂T j
=
−i
4
ImT j
ImT j
,
∂(ImT j)
∂T k
=
i
4
ImT j
ImT k
, j 6= k.
(B.3)
We will also need the ∂M∂N (ImT j):
∂(ImT j)
∂S∂S
=
−3
16
(ImT j)
(ImS)2
,
∂(ImT j)
∂T j∂S
=
−1
16
(ImT j)
(ImS)(ImT j)
,
∂(ImT j)
∂T k∂S
=
1
16
(ImT j)
(ImS)(ImT k)
,
∂(ImT j)
∂T k∂T
i
=
−1
16
(ImT j)
(ImT i)(ImT k)
,
∂(ImT j)
∂T k∂T
j
=
1
16
(ImT j)
(ImT j)(ImT k)
,
∂(ImT j)
∂T k∂T
k
=
1
16
(ImT j)
(ImT k)2
,
∂(ImT j)
∂T j∂T
j
=
−3
16
(ImT j)
(ImT j)2
,
(B.4)
where M, N run over S, T i. Now we can write down the remaining R7,j:
R7,j
MNii
=
−κ−24
(T k − T k)(U i − U i)
1
|1 + if˜ i|3|1 + if˜k|
×
×
[
|1 + if˜k|2∂M |1 + if˜ i|∂N |1 + if˜ i|−
− |1 + if˜ i|{|1 + if˜ i|∂M |1 + if˜k|∂N |1 + if˜k|+
+ |1 + if˜k|(|1 + if˜k|∂M∂N |1 + if˜ i| − |1 + if˜ i|∂M∂N |1 + if˜k|)}
]
, (M,N) 6= (T k, T k),
R7,j
TkT
k
ii
=
−1
(T k − T k)2
G
C7,j
i
C
7,j
i
− κ
−2
4
(T k − T k)(U i − U i)
1
|1 + if˜ i|3|1 + if˜k|
×
×
[
|1 + if˜k|2∂M |1 + if˜ i|∂N |1 + if˜ i|−
− |1 + if˜ i|{|1 + if˜ i|∂M |1 + if˜k|∂N |1 + if˜k|+
+ |1 + if˜k|(|1 + if˜k|∂M∂N |1 + if˜ i| − |1 + if˜ i|∂M∂N |1 + if˜k|)}
]
,
(B.5)
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R7,j
MNjj
=
−κ−24
(S − S)(U j − U j)
[
∂M∂N |1− f˜ if˜k| − ∂M |1− f˜ if˜k|∂N |1− f˜ if˜k|
1
|1− f˜ if˜k|
]
,
(M,N) 6= (S, S),
R7,j
SSjj
=
−1
(S − S)2GC7,jj C7,jj −
κ−24
(S − S)(U j − U j)
[
∂M∂N |1− f˜ if˜k|
−∂M |1− f˜ if˜k|∂N |1− f˜ if˜k|
1
|1− f˜ if˜k|
]
,
R7,j
MU
i
ii
= R7,j
MU
j
jj
= 0 ,
(B.6)
where
∂M |1 + if˜k| = −|1 + if˜k|−1 (f
k)2
(ImT k)3 ∂M (ImT
k),
∂M∂N |1 + if˜k| = |1 + if˜k|−1
(fk)2
(ImT k)4[(fk)2 + (ImT k)2]{[2(f
k)2 + 3(ImT k)2]×
× ∂M (ImT k)∂N (ImT k)− ImT k[(fk)2 + (ImT k)2]∂M∂N (ImT k)},
∂M |1− f˜ if˜k| = −f
ifk
(ImT i)2(ImT k)2
[
(ImT k)∂M (ImT i) + (ImT i)∂M (ImT k)
]
,
∂M∂N |1− f˜ if˜k| =
−f ifk
(ImT i)3(ImT k)3×
× [−2(ImT k)2∂M (ImT i)∂N (ImT i)− (ImT k)(ImT i)∂N (ImT i)∂M (ImT k)
− (ImT k)(ImT i)∂M (ImT i)∂N (ImT k)− 2(ImT i)2∂M (ImT k)∂N (ImT k)
+ (ImT i)(ImT k)2∂M∂N (ImT i) + (ImT i)2(ImT k)∂M∂N (ImT k)
]
.
(B.7)
Now we come to the terms coming from the twisted matter metrics. From the metric
for matter fields going from the 3-branes to the a’th of the 7-brane stacks, we get the
following components. Again, R37,a
UjU
j
ii
has the simplest structure and again, R37,a
UjU
k
ii
, k 6= j
is zero.
R37,a
UjU
j =
−θj
(U j − U j)2
G
C37aC
37a , j 6= a
R37,j
UjU
j = 0,
R37,a
MU
j =
∂Mθ
j
(U j − U j)
G
C37aC
37a , a 6= j,
R37,j
MU
j = 0,
R37,a
MN
= −
∑
j 6=a
ln(U j − U j) ∂M∂N (θj)GC37aC37a ,
(B.8)
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where
∂Mθ
j = − 1
π
1
(1 + (f˜ j)2)
f j
(ImT j)2 ∂M (ImT
j),
∂M∂N (θ
j) = − f
j
π [(f j)2 + (ImT j)2]2
[−2(ImT j) ∂M (ImT j)∂N (ImT j)+
+[(f j)2 + (ImT j)2] ∂M∂N (ImT j)
]
.
(B.9)
From the metric for matter fields going from the a’th 7-brane stack to the b’th 7-brane
stack, we get
R7a,7b
UkU
k =
−θkab
(Uk − Uk)2
G
C7a7bC
7a7b
R7a,7b
UjU
k = 0, j 6= k,
R7a,7b
MU
k =
∂M (θ
k
ab)
(Uk − Uk)
G
C7a7bC
7a7b ,
R7a,7b
MN
=
∑
l
{
− ln(U l − U l)∂M∂N (θlab)
+ 12
[
∂M∂N (θ
l
ab)[ψ0(θ
l
ab) + ψ0(1− θlab)]+
+∂M (θ
l
ab)∂N (θ
l
ab)[ψ1(θ
l
ab)− ψ1(1− θlab)]
]}
G
C7a7bC
7a7b ,
(B.10)
where ψn is the n’th Polygamma function and
∂Mθ
j
ab = −
1
π
[
1
1 + (f˜ jb )
2
f jb
(Im T j)2 ∂M (ImT
j)− 1
1 + (f˜ ja)2
f ja
(Im T j)2 ∂M (ImT
j)
]
,
∂M∂N (θ
j
ab) = −
1
π
{
f jb
[(f jb )
2 + (Im T j)2]2
[−2(ImT j)∂M (ImT j) ∂N (ImT j)+
+[(f jb )
2 + (ImT j)2] ∂M∂N (ImT j)
]
−
− f
j
a
[(f ja)2 + (ImT j)2]2
[−2(ImT j) ∂M (ImT j) ∂N (ImT j)+
+[(f ja)
2 + (ImT j)2] ∂M∂N (ImT j)
]}
.
(B.11)
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